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A NEw departure is being taken in Vienna,
which may be worthy of imitation, although some
pretty strong objections suggest themselves. It
is proposed to establish three separate schools
for weak-minded children, each to begin with
two grades. This will be done to free the other
schools of elements which retard their progress,
and to give the dullards special treatment, which
will benefit them better than the instruction they
can get among the brigl j.sp.nd girls.
Elberfeld, in Rhenish Prussia, opened the first
of such special schools for dullards, which has
now three classes.

THE following statistics show that public edu-
cation is making wonderfully rapid strides in
Bavaria:

Whilst only ten years ago the schools, school-
masters and school children in Bulgaria numbered
but 500, 8oo, and 25,000 respectively, the num-
bers are now about 2,000, 3,500, 100,000.
There are also fifteen gymnasia instead of only
two as in the year 188o, two training schools for
school-masters, two agricultural schools; and it
is anticipated that in a couple of years the first
Bulgarian University will be opened at Sofia.The Budget of the Public Instruction is aboutfive millions, whilst the communes are contribut-
ing seven millions for the public instruction.

A vERY common mistake of inexperienced
teachers, and of many that cannot be called
inexperienced, is the making of too manyThe more -the child can be led to
become a law unto himself the better for all con-
cerned. It is better for the teacher, for he is so
far relieved of the irksome task of enforcing a
varety of petty regulations. It is better for the
children, whose moral judgments are educated
by being constantly called on to pronounce on
questions of right and wrong. And it is better
for the community, for, while undue restraint in
school is pretty sure to re-act in undue license
out of school, 'the habit of self-direction and
¢outrol formed in school will follow the pupil
into the Street and the home.

As our readers know, we have little faith in
formal religious instruction in the schools, as a

matter of State compulsion. The local option
principle, which is, we believe, embodied in the
new Manitoba Act, is the right pdrïciple. But we
do plead for the constant presence and p wer of
the strongest moral influence. The foundation
truths are happily, in this country, usually pres-
ent. They are implanted in the family, the
Sabbath school, the Church. What is wanted
in the schools is not the teaching of dogmas,
but the constant appeal to the right. The
pupils should be brought imperceptibly to try
every act and thought by the standard of right;
to regard the honorable, the true, the pure, the
unselfish, as the foundation principles of all that
is truly noble in man or woman.

"AGAIN we beseech reporters of educational
meetings to tell us what was said. "A lively
discussion," " beautifut paper," " gems of
thought," " handled the subject well," " was
well received," "warmly applauded "- all
these and many other phrases of similar
import-what are they but soul-vexing vacu-
-mst tripping-ofrttsauperfiuous verbiage,
let the reporter with :a divine instinct extract
the core, and place it before his readers in
the smallest possible space."- Western School
Journal.

The above describes so briefly and well
what is wanted in such reports that we beg leave
to borrow it, and commend it to those who may,
as we trust some of our friends will, be good
enough to send us brief reports of the coming
Spring conventions. We have had in the past
some admirable reports, but there is always a
tendency, as none know better by experience
than journalistic writers, to lapse into generalities.

WE do not like to dissent in any particular
from the opinions of a regular and valued con-
tributor, but "Arnold Alcott" will, we k now,
excuse us if we take exception to one remark in
the article on " Gems," in the Primary Depart-
ment in this issue. We are aware that many
teachers and educators have expressed views
similar to that we are about to criticise, but we
cannot agree with the opinion that " the fact
that a child may not appreciate the full scope
of an author's meaning " in a passage commit-
ted to memory, is no objection to its memori-
zation. We found one of the great diffi-
culties in our teaching experience to arise
from the habit ofmind which resulted from r, ading
and memorizing without intelligent compre-
hension of the meaning of what was read or
memorized. We are of the opinion that the
habit of searching always for the meaning of what
is learned, and reftsing to be content without
understanding it, is of the very highest value in
laying the educational foundations, and that

anything of the nature of parrot-like recitation
cannot be too sedulously avoided.

IN the department of " Methods ' in this
number will be found an excellent paper describ-

ing a Language Lesson Course for Classes I. and
II., by Mr. Fred. Brownscombe, of Petrolia. It
is worth the attention and study of all teachers,
and especially of young and inexperienced
teachers of these junior classes. Its value is not
only in its usefulness as a model, but in its sug-
gestiveness. It can scarcely fail to suggest to
the active mind a hundred ways in which the
minds of children can be interested and led on
to master at once difficulties which often puzzle
and perplex for a long time pupils taught by the
old methods of definition, rule and example.
Directly in line with this paper is also a good
exercise by Mr. A. C. Batten, of Newton Robin-
son. Both these contributors will please accept
our thanks. Their papers help to show how
much might be done if a larger number of com-
petent teachers would kindly lend their aid to
improve the practical departments of the
JOURNAL.

WE find the following in the Public &hool
journal, of Mt. Washington, Ohio. We have
puzzled over it in vain. The extract referred to
was credited, no doubt, to the paper in which
we found it. Recently is a relative term, but for
our practical purpose the date was wholly unim-
portant. Will our contemporary please explain
wherein we have done wrong, and wé will gladly
make the honorable amende. What is meant by
"having long since ceased to change." Change
is the law of all things sublunary. Surely our
critic does not suspect us of having refused to
submit to its universal sway. Perhaps the types
have put change for " exchange," in the ugly
fashion they have of murdering sense. We sup-
posed the Public School journal was on our
exchange list. If it has been dropped by any
inadvertency we will gladly restore it, as we do
not wish to lose the monthly visits of our con-
temporary. This is the passage referred to :

" The EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Toronto, Can-
ada, March 1, 189o, has the following note under
the title, ' A Test in Geography.

" The following questions were recently sub-
mitted by Dr. White to the pupils of the A
Grade (8th school year)of the Cincinnati schools,
not as promotion questions, but as suggestive
teaching tests.

" The whole is credited to the Southwestern
Journal of Education. Perhaps our neighbor
had better continue to quote things, and the
Educational Monthly, both having long since
ceased to change. Recently is very good indeed,
but Dr. White had no connection with the Cin-
cinnati schools during the present year."

VoL IV.
No. L1.
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ON THE DESIRABILITY OF BEGINNING
THE HONOR SCIENCE COURSE IN THE
FIRST YEAR AT THE UNIVERSITY.*

BY W. S. ELLIS B.A., B. SC., PRINCIPAL COBOURG
COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.

To a proposition affirming that the Honor Sci-
ence Course of the University should be com-
menced in the Frst Year, it would be a very easy
and a very natural thing for the scientific enthusi-
ast to say, " Yes, certainly, the Honor Course
should be commenced immediately on the student
beginning his University career." On the other
hand, one devoted to mathematics or languages
might with equal propriety remark that the second
year is quite early enough to begin Science work,
and that the first year should be left free for the
study of those subjects which have so long been
regarded as essential in the earlier part of higher
education.

Before forming an opinion, however, as to the
desirability of making any material change in the
University curriculum in the Science department, a
number of attendant circumstances and conditions
will require careful consideration.

To draw attention to a few of these conditions
and to briefly discuss them must be my duty to-day.

t. As regard should be had to the relative progress
of educational work in various directions, one of the
matters which I think should engage attention will
be the present position of scientific study in the
University, and the teaching of those subjects in
the secondary schools

The day was, and not far in the past either, when
the Science work of a College course was to be got
out of books ; and, as is generally the case under
such circumstances, a few cheap books, and bad,
because they were cheap, were usually sufficient to
furnish the so-called knowledge. Of course the
outcome was the inevitable one, the stream never
rose above the fountain, and the knowledge was as
cheap and as poor as the books. So long as the
only object aimed at was the passing of a written
examination upon the work prescribed, without
reference to the practical part of it, the results were
of necessity of no lasting value, leading neither to
maturity of thought, nor to regularity, nor even to
manual dexterity. The legitimate issue of this was
that in the High schools study of Science in any
form was unknown. Rightly enough these institu-
tions put their strength on that which was counted
of value, and which brought them credit in the
University ; and this was entirely mathematics and
languages, the latter mostly classical. I have little
doubt that the master who would have dared to
spend a few-hours in the month with his pupils in
studying the flowers about the yard, and the other
material things with which they were constantly
coming in contact, would have been set down as a
crank, worse than useless, because wasting time,and his place would soon have been filled by some
one strong on declension and syntax.

The popular meaning of the word Education has
undergone a change within the last fifteen years,and nowhere is that change more noticeable than
in that stage of a pupils progress lying between
the Public school and the University. I shall have
something to say further on about the causes of
this, but just now I wish only to impress the fact
that a great change in higher education has come
about in the very latest times. Hardly a dozen
years have gone by since the introduction into
Ontario of modern and better methods in the study
of Science, and the more extended course in that
department in the University. Following that, as
a matter of necessity, came the advancement in the
High schools. There, to some extent at least,book-work bas had to make way for practice ; mem-
ory bas partly yielded place to observation and
inference ; reading has developed into doing; and
the student, when possible, studies not a descrip-
tion of an object, but the object itself, thereby
acquiring his ideas of it at first instead of at second
hand. I need not dwell longer on this new phase
of things ; we all know about it, we are all coming
daily in contact with it, and we all practice it more
or less. One thing I should mention though, and
that is, this change is a very recent one, in fact,
can scarcely be called completed yet. That we

- Read before the Science Teachers' Association ai its first
meeting, Toronto, Jan. 2nd and 3rd, 189o.

are about to discuss such a subject as that of which
I am speaking shows that in regard to Science-
teaching, our system is in a transition stage. The
programmes of the last generation have been
altered ; we are no longer fully satisfied with the
mental training derived from the study of the
classics. We have so far departed from the old
standards that we endeavor to cultivate others of
the powers of the mmd than those called into play
by the learning of the languages. At present we
are trying to make larger men, to educate over a
wider field, and, as we think, in a better manner.
Even in Linguistic studies there bas been some-
what of a revolution, both in the matter and in the
manner of the work. Moderns have largely
replaced classics, and I think that the practical
usefulness of the former, in this latest stage of the
world's civilization, bas had much to do with bring-
ing about the change. He who loses sight of the
constantly increasing utilitarian characterof modern
education drops out of the count what I believe is a
very powerful factor in producing the revolution.

But apart from the mere replacement of one set
of languages by another, there bas been a rernark-
able alteration in the methods of study. Now,
there is much of the scientific method-note the
term--comparison, observation and reasoning are
called into play. A grammar, a dictionary and a
good memory no longer form the complete equip-
ment of one who is to make of himself a Latin, a
French or an English'scholar. The very fact that
there is an Honor Course in Science and that there
is any reasonable hope or possibility of introducing
changes tending to make it more thorough or more
extensive, taken in connection with such an altered
system as I have mentioned, all point in the direc-
tion of that newer education to which I have
Feferred, and of which the study of the Natural Sci-
ences forms the most aggressive element, if I may be
allowed to use the term aggressiveof an abstraction.

2. Another matter for careful consideration, and
one closely allied to that just spoken of, will be the
present condition of Science-teaching in the Col-
legiate Institutes and the better class of High
schools, the ability of these to do the required pre-
paratory work, and the effect that will be produced
upon them by the extra demands which must of
necessity follow the adoption of the suggested
change in the curriculum.

You are all familiar with the results brought
about by the requirements of the Education Depart-
ment along the hne of Science-teaching within the
last few years. Now the equipment must be rea-
sonably good, there must be appliances for practical
work ; and wherever there is a master who is doing
his duty this practical work is being well done. I
do not think I am overstating the case when I say
that in from thirty to forty of the secondary schools
of Ontario to day there is ample means for obtain-
ing a fairly good and thorough training in element-
ary Science. I use the word training in prefer-
ence to any other, because in this department the
work is essentially different from that in the others,
and means much more than that popularly con-
veyed by the terni Education, since to make a suc-
cessful man of Science manual dexterity and the gift
of taking advantage of circumstances must go along
with mental ability. I think that in quite the
number of schools I have mentioned, students may
be taken over the work in Chemistry included in
the study of the more pronounced properties of the
commonly occurring elements, and the qualitative
determination of some of their characteristic com-
pounds, the principles of nomenclature, replace-
ment and combination, and the simpler parts of
chemical physics. My own opinion is that this
work can be done more profitably in the High
schools than in the University,_ and that the func-
tion of these schools should be to give the student
that grounding in the elements which will enable
him to read understandingly ordinary text-books on
the subject, and comprebend the lectures to which
he will listen during the first few weeks of his Col-
lege course. There is probably not one man in the
room who does not remember how unsatisfactory
his first term's work in Chemistry or Physics was
in the University. The lack of acquaintance with
the hecbnical terms employed by the Professor, the
difficulty of forming new conceptions required by
the new subject, the want of time and opportunity
to get wrong impressions put to rights, led to the
loss of the greater part of this first term, so far as
any real advancement in the subject was con-
cerned. This was no fault of the teacher, nor of
the student; but of the system which compelled the

learner to get his preliminary notions of the subject
under wrong conditions. To understand this you
bave but to recall what I said a few lines backabout the entire absence of any scientific work inthe High schools, and the entire lack of any pre-
paration for these studies after matriculaton.
Consequently I think it would be well to encour-
age, as far as rnay be thought wise, the taking up
of these subjects before leaving the High schools
and Institutes, because there is then more time at
the master's disposal for supervision of work, andmuch more, both of time and opportunity, for the
learner to study principles and work out details.

In Physics we have fortunately got away fromthat baneful influence that kept men from oneexamination until the next working out problems in
Mechanics, so conditioned with fantastic variations
that they bore no relation to nature or natural
things. That subject, like Chemistry is now essen-
tially experimental, and in every good school in the
Province the appliances either are or should be quite
sufficient, in the hands of a master capable of
rightly using them, or directing students in their
use, to give a class an effective grounding in ele-
mentary Physics, especially the simpler problems
connected with light, sound, heat, electricity,
mechanics and hydrostatics. After such a course astudent prepared for matriculation and taking theScience option ought to be familiar with the causes,
conditions and relations of many of the natural
phenomena occurring about him.

If within a period of five or six years our schools
have become adapted to doing the Science work so
well and so thoroughly as I have pointed out, theycould, I think, without serious derangement, stand
the pressure, even if a little better work, either in
quantity or quality, were required. It is ques-
tionable, however, if, witb the state of general edu-
cation as it is in Ontario, it would be wise to ask
for a Science matriculation much in advance of
that required from Second Class teachers wbo take
the Science option. Be this as it may, the factshould not be lost sight of that no student need
now be at the disadvantage and loss of time
e>tperienced by those of former years on account ofentire ignorance of -the Science sùbjects when
entering the University. Every matriculant can
have such a preparation as will enable him easilyto take up at once the work in the College lecture-
room and laboratory.

3. This is, perhaps, the proper place to glance at
the subject from the University side. As in the
secondary schools, so in the higher institution, no
department bas made any such advances within the
last few years as has that of Science. Where I
believe three men formerly did the work and did it
easily,there are now employed at least thirteen, with
almost a certainty that more will be wanted in the
near future. The appliances for work have
increased quite as rapidly and quite as extensivelyas has the staff, and all this progress has been in
answer to the demands made by the necessities of
our higher education in later years. I have spoken
of the quantity of increase, but the quality of it
deserves quite as much notice. Without in any
way disparaging the work of former men in former
times, I might ask you to think for a moment if
what is now required from an Honor man in Chem-
istryas compared withthat required fifteenyears ago.Consider the department of Biology and Natural
History, and what has to be done there now. Com-
pare the work in Physics with what it was even ten
years since. Call to mind that the department of
Applied Science is entirely the growth of a few
years past ; and I think we may safely conclude
that in the Science section has been the great edu-
cational growth and expansion of late times, and
this expansion is still going on as vigorously asever. The question here suggested for an answer
is, Has the curriculum of studies kept pace with
this development so as to get the best possible
results out of these changes, and, if so, is it desir-
able to make further alterations in the same direc-
-tion, looking for progress in the future as there bas
been in the past ?

4. Another point for consideration will be "the
tendency of modern education. It seems as if we
had passed the age of mere learning and had
entered on that of education and training. The dayof authority bas gone by and that of investigation
bas succeeded. Not only in schools and Collegesis this spirit displayed, but abroad in the world.
Take an example or two. We read about compar-
ative religions and about the origin and develop-
ment of creeds. Men skilled in the history of Law
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trace the relationship between our modern compli-
cated code and the simple enactments of the early
village commune. The history of the migrations of
races is read in the words they have dropped by
the way. On every hand this spirit of enquiry is
abroad ; there is no profession, there is scarcely a
pursuit that is not affected by it. While thus wide-
spread and far-reaching it is a phenomenon almost
entirely confined to our own times. But though
new it is powerful, and that country or that insti-
tution would seem to be acting wisely which, tak-
ing advantage of this tendency by preparing for it,
sends out men skilled and strong to work along
these lines. It is a trite saying that no one is by
nature master of any subject. A boy may have a
turn for the use of tools, but it requires a mechanic's
training to use those tools to the best advantage.
Probably every reasonably sane man is naturally
an investigator of something, but bis success is
likelytedepend quite as much on right methods
as on ability. If adding to the sum of human
knowledge be praiseworthy, then the institution
which causes the largest addition to be made surely
deserves most credit ; and it seems a very evident
truth that the men of largest training, widest
experience and most varied knowledge are the ones
most likely to increase this desirable sum. The
only ground for difference of opinion here is as to
what constitutes this better equipment. But as we
are concerned only with Science students there
does not seem to be much room for dispute.

5. A further consideration which must count in
this matter will be whether the circumstances of
the times and of the country are such as to warrant
the alteration in the manner here proposed.

I Spoke a few moments ago about the tendency
of modern education to depart from the course so
long followed in the past. All along the line therehas been advancement in the direction of inde-pendent investigation, but out of that very advance-
ment has come another development which must
notbe omitted here:-the tendency to specialization.

The outcome Of this must be that if a man is todevott his life to nastering one subiet, or one
required to cover the entire field of scientificresearch. Let me instance: De Candolle, theelder, probably knew the entire range ofBotany of bis day. Now, one man is a recognizedauthority on classification, another on Vegetable
Physiology, a third on plant life as related to cli-mate, a fourth investigates fungi, a fifth devotesbis work to those questionable species lying onthe borderland between the animal and the veget-
able, a sixth studies fossil specimens and recon-Structs the vegetable worlds of the geologic ages,a seventh spends bis time finding out about condi-tions of life and food, and another still is busy withorganic variation and development. Thus it
requires a dozen or more men, each intent on hisown specialty, to work over the field which oneman covered two generations since. The explana-tion is that the field has not only increased inextent, but is being worked with vastly greater
minuteness, which means thoroughness. Thinkof the Chemistry of Davy and the Physics of Fara-day and Rumford, then compare these seedlingswith the giant growths which they have become ina few years, and one well understands why mento-day must be specialists, and be very narrow intheir applications too, in order to ever accomplishanything. The query is, To what extent should aUniversity adapt its courses to this particular out-c'OlB bf.oiar times?

6. A further consideration and one upon which Ithink very great stress should be laid is that arisingfrom the probable requirements of the country forwell-trained scientific men. I spoke a little timeago about our newest civilization ; by that I meantaIl those phenomena arising from the improvedmeans of intercourse among the peoples whom wecal civilized, and the branches with which we arecbiefly concerned here are those relating to manu-factures, natural products and interchange of theseamong the various nations. The economic condi-tions under which much of the world's material pro-gress goes on are such as to demand the very bestreturn for the outlay ; and in order to get that best
return it is daily becoming more and more neces-sary to consult the specialist and to act on bis sug-
gestions.

Men who have not looked into this matter do
not know how absolutely dependent all the world's
progress is on the trained expert. Look at what a
century of steam has produced and the enormous
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demands thereby made in technical knowledge and
skill. Think of the problems set for solution by
such objects as the building of a transcontinental
railway or a fast ocean steamer, the working of a
deep lead mine, looking after the sanitary condi-
tion of a great city, or obtaining the food supply of
a large district without permanent impoverishment
of the soil. Not only on the mechanical side, but
even in the regions of pure Science,there are surely
enough difficulties to be mastered to demand. the
best skill that can be supplied-and-not alone best
in quality, but great in quantity. I may be par-
doned here for quoting some words from the open-
ing address of Dr. Stanley Hall, the President of
the new Clark University, an institution, as you pro-
bably all know, designed to give the best possible
training in actual scientific work. Dr. Hall says :
" A good illustration of the bigh and normal tech-
nological value of pure Science is at hand in dye-
ing, one of the most scientific among the many and
increasing chemical industries. England furnishes
most of the raw material for coal-tar colors, out of
which Germany made most of the $17,500,000
worth manufactured in 188o. England bought
back most of the colored goods and Germany made
the profits, because she could furnish the best train-
ing in pure Chemistry. The great factories there
employ from two or three to more than a score
each of good, and often the best University-trained
chemists at large salaries, and the best of these
spend a good part of their time in original research
in the factory laboratories. The German govern-
ment has met this demand by erecting and equip-
ping new and sometimes magnificent laboratories at
nearly all of her Universities.'

Now, with slight change, what is here stated of
German factories must in a measure apply to Cana-
dian industries Perhaps our manufactories will
not employ very many such men for some time to
come, but the country will need them. We have
immense deposits of iron rendered useless by inter-
mixture of foreign matter, such as phosphorus and
titanic acid. Who is to find a means of making
this ore workable? There is a fortune awaiting

-tr marwwhu -wiffind aeheap and efficient method
of reducing our phosphates so that they will be use-
ful at a moderate price. To whom are we to look
for a practical solution of the problems connected
with the gas and oil deposits of the Western pen-
insula ; the, at present, unprofitable and unworked
gold mines of the East, the peculiar mineral veins
of the North snow region, and a dozen other such
things? In every case the answer must be the
skilled mineralogist and geologist. This is in only
one branch. Agriculture in Canada will require
very careful attention soon ; our forests want look-
ing after, the geology of the Dominion bas to be
investigated, the fauna and the flora worked out,
and every one of these should have a corps of
of skilled and trained men.

But there are other sides to the question still.
Professions and pursuits have come to be very
interdependent. As an example, we all know how
the study of medicine has changed oflate years, and
what a prominent part Biology plays in the medi-
cal theories of to-day. This profession bas long
been dependent on Chemistry, but now a good
working knowledge of Physics and Biology are
equally essential, and I do not think it out of the
way to say that in the near future he who will
aspire to any high position in the medical profes-
sion must, at the same time, be thoroughly versed
in the sciences mentioned.

All this but leads to the conclusion that in a
great measure the future prosperity of the coun-
try will be dependent on the men specially edu-
cated for the works requiring their attention. It
is said in commercial circles that the Germans as
a nation are in a great measure out-doing ail
others in the competition for the world's manu-
facturing market, and the reason generally assigned
is cheapness of labor there. I think the reason
is not correct. There is manifestly something
beyond, and something far more powerful than
the mere cheapness of labor. The answer as
to what that something is I think is largely in
the quotation I have given from Dr. Hall's
address-" Employment of the most skilful tech-
nologists in the factories, and intelligently turn-
ing to account the practical results of their inves-
tigations." To this point every country attempting
to support manufactures- on any large scale must
come or else give up the fight.

To sum up now the conclusions at which I
arrive are these : The present condition of scien-

tific study in the University and in the High
schools is such that a step in advance in the
University work may very well be taken.

If it be thought wise to make this advance the

High schools and Collegiate Institutes are in a

position to do the required preparatory work.
The great development of the Science depart-

ment lately, and especially the advance in the
Natural Science section would well warrant any
reasonable increase of the work there done.

The whole tendency of modern education is in
the direction of scientific work, and that would
authorize the University in undertaking the best
work that it is capable of doing in this department.

The demand for thoroughly skilled scientific
men is constantly increasing throughout the civ-
ilized w orld, both in connection with material
progress and with other professions, and in Can-
ada that demand is likely to be continually greater.

These conclusions, if correct, would all seem to
require a more extensive scientific training, and I
do not think it would be unreasonable, in view of
what I have before said, to lay out an Honor
Course in Science, in which the student would get
a preliminary training in Science, Moderns and
Drawing (for Honor work I would invariably
make these last two accompany the first) in the
High schools, and then continue that Course,
allowing options throughout the four years.

* (offgsor nge. 4
HARDSHIPS OF THE COUNTRY

TEACHER.
To the Editor ofthe EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

SIR,-Will you kindly allow me a little of your
valuable space, in which to air the grievances of
myself, and, I rather think, many more country
teachers?

First, that text-book on Canadian History. How
long are we to be restricted to a text-book which
needs translation before the children can understand
it ?

It may be answered, we are not restricted to the
text-book, but are expected to refer to other works
such as Parkman's " Pioneers of France in the
New World," Withrow's, Archer's and Christie's
histories of Canada and others. Just here, how-
ever, a difficulty arises. We, in the country, have
not public libraries at our command, and do not
possess the books and cannot afford to buy them.
Then if we had them and made full use of them,
this is only a small part of our difficulty. History
isn't the only subject in which we need books of
reference. Then, if we teach tboroughly and fully
the different subjects, it would take about
twelve hours a day in the school-room instead
of six. And to prepare for each day's work
would take three hours at the very least. That
sounds like exaggeration, but I do not think it is.
We have far too much to teach to make it possible
to do it well. Yet additional subjects are being
added one by one. Now comes Temperance and
Hygiene, and in a short time a text-book on Agri-
culture.

I wish those who are responsible for this state of
affairs would try teaching in a country school with
say an average of forty pupils, and actually do the
work as we are expected to do. If they would not
call for relief, after a year's trial, I'd be content to
plod on, and forever hold my peace.

If others have found the same difficulty in
regard to necessary books and time in which to do
their work, let us hear from them, by all means.

PERPLEXITY.

THERE are those who allow the pupils to think
that submission is a compliment to a teacher.
Order is not maintained for the teacher's benefit,
yet thousands of teachers speak and act as though
they kept order for their own advantage. Their
piteous pleas for order, " I cannot stand your
noise," " I must have order," " Stop talking or you
will drive me distracted," "You cannot think
much of your teacher, or you would not behave so,"
etc. Order should not, cannot, be made to rest on
such a basis. Order should be maintained that
pupils may learn better, and that their characters
may be developed in the surest possible way, by
acting the right. Teachers should never fail to
make this clear to their pupils.-Hughes.
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ELOCUTION-ARTICULATION.
BY R. LEWIS.

THE music and refinement of proninciation
depend chiefly upon the correct sound of the vowel
elements of a word. The speaker or reader whose
voice has been trained in inflections, pitch and ail
the varied modulations of speech, and who sounds
every vowel element correctly cannot fail to give a
noble and expressive utterance to the thought and
emotion which language clothes and which he bas
justly conceived. But that utterance may still be
marred by indistinctness. The consonants have
their important functions to be discharged, upon
which mainly depend ail distinctness and the per-
fection of uttered speech-the secret of being heard
without undue loudness. Dr. Rush has arranged the
consonants according to their tonic or non-tonic
qualities. While he classes ail vowels as tonics, or
letters sounded with a full tone, modified only by a
slight action of the tongue and the lips, he gives
the naine of subtonics to the consonants, which are
sounded with a union of tone and breath, as b, d,
ri, 1, etc., and of atonics to letters whose utterance
consists of breath only, as p, t, k, f, etc. Ail the
consonants, however, are sounded by special action
and arrangement of the vocal organs-the lips, the
tongue and their connection with the teeth, the pal-
ate and the nasal passage ; and, as distinctness and
the correction or pr.evention of stammering, stut-
tering and other speech defects can only be effected
by attention to the organic action of ail perfect
utterance, it is the view of the best teachers and
writers on the subject that the organic action
should be the basis of arrangement for the conson-
ants.

The following table presents the consonants in
the order of their organic formation, and named
after that order, commencing with the front of the
mouth and passing to the parts farthest from the
front. The arrangement was made by Thomas
Sheridan, father of the celebrated Richard Brinsley
Sheridan, and adopted by the late eminent reader,
Mr. Vandenhoff in his work on the Art of Elocu
lion. Sheridan strongly recommends that the first
exercises should be practised with a vowel before
not after each consonant until the pupil can give
the consonant sound distinctly finished, and espe-
cially urges the rule already given in these articles,
that no articulation can be finished until the organs
brought into contact are Promphly separated.

TABLE OF CONSONANTS.

CONSON-
ORGANIC FORM. ANTS.

i. Labial. ......... B-P.
2. Labia-dental.... V-F.
3. Lingua-dental .. D-T.
4. Lingua-dental .. TH-Th.

5. Dental sibilant.. Z-S.
6. Palatine sibilant Zh-Sh.

7 Lin a pal'tine T-Ch.7 sildant..

8. Palatine........
9. Lingua palatine.

1o. Lingua palatine.
1i. Nasal labial ...

12. Nasal lingual
1- palatine....

G-K.
R-R.
L
M.
N.

FRACTICE.

eb, ep.
ev, ef.
ed, et.
ETH, eth.

u7. US.
ezh, ash.

edge, etch.

egg, ek.
row, err.
ell.
em.

en.

ADDITIONAL AND
SUGGESTIVE
EXERCISES.

bah, bib, pop, pip.
viv, rive, fife, laugh.
did, dud, tame, mit.
though, with, kith,

thin.
buzz, zeal, sis, Son.
azure, vision, shoe,

sash.

judge,John, church,
chime.

big, gig, kick, cat,
roar,drum,far, near,
lull, feel, fil, loyal.
oumrnmg, menory.

know, none, mew,
win.

z3. Nasal palatine.. NG. ing. sing,winging,wrong.

Exlanation of the table and methods ofpractice.:
Column I. gives the names of the consonants
according to their organic formation ; column II.
gives the letters in the order of subtonic and atonic
production ; column III. gives practice according
to Sheridan's suggestions ; this practice can be
extended by placing each of ail the vowels and
compound vowels in succession before the con-
sonant when sounding it; column IV. gives prac-
tice commencing and ending each syllable with the
saine consonant. When practising column III.
care must be taken to continue the sound of the
subtonics, b, 7i, d, z, j, g, ng, with perfect vocality,
that is, the full sound of each letter to the end.
The general habit is to diminish the vocality until
it passes into an atonic ; thus b ends in P, d in t, g
in k etc., as nibo, headt. It should be a rule in such
exercises that when sounding words or syllables

ending in subtonics the force should be slightly
increased rather than diminished to the close.
And that close should be prompt and instantaneous.

When practising the forms in column IV. the
same firmness and precision should be observed in
beginning the sound as in ending it. The late
Prof. Frobisher instructed his pupils to " stand firm
with the lungs well-filled for each syllable, to dwell
on the initial sound a moment, then pass on to the
vowel sound between, and finally, firmly bear the
voice upon the-closing sound."* These and simi-
lar exercises may be safely practiced, and ought to
be, through ail the grades of the school, and by
none more than the teacher.

Explanation of the organic action of sounding
consonants. The methods of fixing the organs for
this practice should be understood and explained
by the pupils as well as the teacher.

B.P. In forming B the lips are gently but not
perfectly closed, so that the subtonic sound of B
may be heard. The sound should be continued
as long as possible in the first attempts, that is,
about two seconds, afterwards it may be finished
promptly. In sounding P the action is similar to
that of B, but the lips are pressed togethermore firm-
ly, and then suddenly separated. No sound should
follow this action. It is an explosion of breath
held in the mouth by the momentary closure, but
not followed by any additional breath fron the
lungs. The utterance is not accomplished in either
case until the lips are explosively separated.

V and F are partly labial and partly dental ; the
middle of the lower lip is pressed against the edges
of the upper teeth ; F is similarly formed but V is
voice and breath combined, while F is a breath
production only. Neither of these letters ought to
be prolonged in utterance.

D and T are named lingua dental sounds,
because they are formed by pressing the edges and
tip of the tongue against the gums of the upper
teeth so as to obstruct the passage of the breath,
and the utterance of the two letters is only effected
and completed by suddenly separating the tongue
from the gums. Unless this is done with force the
D will sound in its closc like T. The D can be
prolonged like the B, for two seconds if possible.
D is a voice and T a breath sound.

T H as in with and th as in kith. These sounds
are formed by pressing the tip of the tongue against
the upper teeth ; but there is no protrusion outside
of the teeth ; the tip can just be seen. Th in with
is a voice and in kith a breath sound. The French
and the Celtic or genuine Irish often fail in sound-
ing this element. The French pronounce the as dë,
the Irish pronounce with as widt. The defect can
be corrected by altering the position of the tongue.
When wid or de is pronounced for with and the,
the speaker puts the tip of the tongue in contact
with the upper gum, and the defect is prevented by
lowering the tip until, as already explained, it
presses the edges of the upper front teeth.

Z and S are formed by directing the tip of the
tongue towards the upper gum. Lisping is caused
by sounding Th for S ; that is the tip of the tongue
is made to touch the edges of the upper teeth
instead of being raised towards the upper gums
and within the edges. Z is a voice and S a breath
sound. Zh and sh are illustrated, the one in the
sounds of z in azure and si in vision, and the other
in the sound of sh in hush.

L is the most musical of ail the consonants. It
can be prolonged in quantity and inflected like a
vowel. It is formed by applying the fore part of
the tongue to the rim of the palate, and the sides
slightly in contact with the teeth ; but the pressure
is very light and the voice flows along uninterrupt-
edly. When L is preceded by a vowel a dis-
agreeable sound is commonly given to the finish of
the letter by the intervention of a vowel, like short
u in run. Thus well,fil and similar combinations
have the sound of wë + ul, fi + ul. Another com-
mon defect is that of introducing a vowel between
1 and m, as elum for elm.

R has two sounds. When it precedes a vowel
the tip of the tongue vibrates slightly between the
jaws without touching them ; but when it follows a
vowel the vibration is too slight to be perceived.
Its imperfections are often noticed by its absence
when it ends a word, as he-a for hear, fa for far,
and on the other hand by an excess of vibration
where there should be none, as is often heard in
Irish and Scotch utterances of dearrr, hearrr, etc.
When R comes between two vowels as in horror,
squirrel, terror, quarrel, etc., only one R is sounded,

*" Voice and Action," by Prof. J. E. Frobisher

and it should be made to begin the second syllable
not end the first; as hb-rur, té-rûr, qua-rél. This
order is often violated, and such words are sounded
as monosyllables, as quarl, squirl, etc.

G K are produced by contracting the longue,
drawing it backwards and raising the middle to the
palate. G, as in egg, has a brief sound.
K is simply a breath utterance ; but G is often
imperfectly finished by a relaxing effort which
sounds like, egk.

M, N and NG rank with L in their capacity for
modulation M is formed by closing the lips, and
the sound passes through the nose. N is formed
by pressing more of the surface of the longue to
the palate than for L ; it is also nasal and can be
intoned. NG when sounded together commence,
with a slight approach to the sound of N, which by
a change of action in the tongue is emitted through
the nose. The abuse of the sound is caused by a
fuller sound of N being, given, which passes to a
fuller sound of G, as sing-ging, with a complete
sound of G aI the end.

While a perfect sound of each consonant can
only be accomplished by a perfect separation
of the organs which have been brought into
contact to form it, great care must be taken
to give ibis finish to cognate or similar
sounds. The following are cognates : b-p, d-t, g-k,
j-ch, th-th, v-f, z-s, zh-sh. When two words come
together, the first ending and the second beginning
with similar or with cognate sounds one is often
omitted in usual pronunciation ; as this sum-
mer, these seasons, a big cat, a big gun, a good
time, some money, and like forms, are commonly
pronounced thi-summer, thee-seasons, a bi-cat, a
bi-gun, a gô-time, sum-oney. Pupils should be
practised on these similar and cognate sounds. It
is not always convenient or necessary to stop
between each word ; but if there be no pause to
separate the two letters completely, which would
always be the safest way for distinctness, the sound
should be prolonged ; as som+money, not
su-money. Indifference to tbis rule is one great
cause of that indistinctness of speech which pre-
vents the hearer-understanding what a reader or
speaker utters, and speaking "louder" will not
remedy the defect. It may be safely stated that
when we fail to hear a reader or speaker, imper-
fect articulation, not weakness of voice, is the
cause, and phonetic spelling of every word inaud-
ibly uttered, is the only mode of correction.

The next subject for these articles will treat of
Voice Culture for expression.

Errata in last article, p. 344, col. 3, omit under
compound sounds " a as in an," and the inverted
commas on lines 18, 19, P. 345, for " Adhemis"
read "Adhem's."

THE WEIGHT OF A WORD.
HAVE yOu ever thought of the weight of a word
That falls in the heart like the song of a bird,
That gladens the springtime of memory and youth
And garlands with cedar the banner of Truth.
That moistens the harvesting spot of the brain,
Like dewdrops that fall on a meadow of grain ;
Or that shrivels the germ and destroys the fruit
And lies like a worm at the lifeless root ?
Words ! Words I They are little,yet mighty and brave;
They rescue a nation, an empire save-
They close up the gaps in a fresh bleeding beart
That sickness and sorrow have severed apart.
They fall on the path like a ray of the sun,
Where the shadows of death lay so heavy and dun,
They lighten the earth over our blessed dead.
A word that will comfort, oh ! leave not unsaid.

" EASE the grasp of memory by generalization."
It is more difficult to hold a dozen separate things
in your hand than the same number tied up in a
bundle. So it is easier to retain a number of clas-
sified facts than the same number isolated. That,
of course, is not the whole of the matter. The
string that ties the bundie is an additional fact that
is often of far greater importance than the separate
facts which it bolds together. There will be quite
enough for memory to do when we have done our
utmost to lighten its labor. Let us not forget, too,
that the time and energy saved by a judicious
employment of memory may be utilized in the
employment of the higher faculties. I would also
point out that to ease the grasp of memory in retain-
ing facts is to strengthen the power of recovery in
their reproduction. It is easier to find what we
want in a series of labelled bundles than- in the
confusion of our drawer.-Rev. Canon Daniel.
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CORIOLANUS.
(FIRST THREE ACTS.)

Examination at - Colt. Inst.
A. I HAD rather have orne scratch my head i' the sun

When the alarum were struck, than idly sit
Tb hear my nothings monster'd."

I. POINT out characteristics of the style that
help to fix the date of this play.

2. Define and derive alarum, monster'd.
3. Identify the speaker, giving the marks you

recognize.
4. Quote several parallel passages from theplay

5. To whom were these words addressed ?
B. Quote the speech of Comminius : "I shall

lack voice, the deeds of Coriolanus should not be
uttered feebly," etc., etc.

C. Mention any anachronisms in this play, quot-
ing as far as yau can.

D. " That shall remain a poison where it is
Not poison any further. '

6. Give the words that succeed this speech.
7. Show the bearing of these two speeches on

the action of the whole play.
8. Refer to two similar passages and point outhow they help on towards the catastrophe.
9. Define and derive faoison, minnow.
E. " Do as thou list.
Thy valiantness was mine, thou suck'dst it from me,But owe thy pride thyself."
Io. Sketch the scene that led up to these words.
11. What witnesses were present ?
12. What was the effect of this speech ?

is by no means harsh or ungenial." " Shakespeare
seems to have spared no occasion of bating therabble." Discuss these statements, supporting
your own view by references to the play.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
I. JOHN LOCKHART, in a biography of Burns,says that a " Mistress Stewart" is meant in " FlowGently, Sweet Afton." Justify the note in thereader, viz., " Highland Mary."
II. What is the meaning of " Dear departedshade," m"

MY Mary I dear departed shade!Where1s thy place of blissful rest ?'
III. Analyze the following sentences and parsethe latter :
(a) Let us trace a river to its source.
(b) He laughed at me.-W.B.S.
I. There bas been some question about the iden-tity of " My Mary" in this sweet pastoral, owingpartly to the obscurity which surrounds the situa-ations and movements of "Highland Mary," andpartly to the fact that the locality, Glen Afton, is ata considerable distance from Coilsfield, whereMary seems to have been living at the date of thepoeët,--asdairy-mäid in the family of the poet'sfriend, Hamilton. Robert Chambers says in his"Life and Works of Burns," published in I856, that"all doubt is set at rest by a daughter of Mrs.Dunlop, who affirms that she remembers hearingBurns say it was written upon the Coilsfield dairy-maid." The name "Afton" was perhaps sug-gested by that of Afton Lodge in the neighborhood

of Coilsfield, and used, by a kind of poetic license,for the sake of euphony. Burns at one timeaddressed some impromptu stanzas to " Lovely PollyStewart," but the above, and the marked differencein the tone and feeling of the references, make itpretty clear that she was not the Mary of this

I "To Mary in Heaven" was written threeyears after the death of Mary Campbell. Itwas composed in the evening, after a day's workin harvesting. Mrs. Burns found him " striding upand down slowly, and contemplating the sky," andagain, later, " stretched on a mass of straw, with

., * Eq lp.,% his eyes fixed on a beautiful planet." No doubt he
was trying to conceive of his Mary as a "shade,"
or disembodied spirit, and to picture the place of
ber " blissful rest " in the celestial world.

III. (a) Let us trace, imperative verb-phrase,
including subject and predicate ; river, object ; a,
adj. modifier of object ; to its source, adverbial
modifier of predicate, or verb-phrase, combin-
ing the ideas of direction and limit (or place). This
method of disposing of the verb, adopted in the
Public School Grammar, seems preferable to the
old method of analyzing into Do let, imperative, of
second person, and thou, supplied subject. It is
usually said, as in the text-book, that there can be no
third person in the imperative. The above phrase
clearly performs the office of one. But one may
surely lay what is equivalent to a command or
injunction upon himself. The real meaning in the
above sentence is not expressed by Do thou let, but
is brought out only by regarding let us trace as the
English form of the imperative, or substitute for the
imperative, in the third person.

(b) He, subject ; /aughed at, predicate ; me,
object. We do not know how the authorized text-
book disposes of such expressions, but it seems to
us more logical and correct to regard the at as a
part of the compound verb, laughed at, than as a
preposition or adverb. As in the case of many
classical compounds, combination with the prepo-
sition makes the intransitive verb transitive.

I. FOURTH Reader, page 97, " Highland Mary."
-" O, Mary, dear departed shade." Explain
"departed shade."

II. Show the force of see'st and hear'st in " See'st
thou thy lover lowly laid, hear'st thou the groans
that rend his breast ?"

III. Analyze the first four lines of first stanza:
"Thou lingering star . . . soul was torn."-C.
McN.

I. SEE answer to another inquirer above.
II. " Dost thou see ?" " Dost thou hear ?"

TTree-quon e stdof the " shade " or spirit
of the departed whom be is addressing.

III. Thou lingering star, nominative of address
thou, subject ; with-ray, That lov'st-morn, modi-
fiers of subject : usherest-in, predicate ; the day,
object ; (on which) my Mary--orn, descriptive
modifier of object. The second and fourth lines
are themselves subordinate relative sentences, but
their analysis presents no difficulty. With lessen-
in,- ray might be construed as modifying the pre-
dicate usherest-in, but we think the above is
preferable. The meaning must decide.

TENNYSON'S "Ring Out, Wild Bells." Please
explain :

(a) Wild bells and wild sky. Why wild?
(b) Third stanza-" The grief which saps the

mind."
(c) " For those that here we see no more."
(d) Sixth stanza-" False pride in place and

blood."
(e) Seventh stanza-" Shapes of foul diseases."

-SUBSCRIBER.

(a) THESE stanzas were no doubt composed on,
or with reference to, a particular last night of the
year, which was of the character described in the
first stanza. What more appropriate epithet than
" wild " to describe the appearance of the sky on a
frosty winter's night when a high wind is driving
the fleecy clouds swiftly across the heavens ? The
ringing of the bells which announced the departure
of the old and the coming in of the New Year
would partake, in the poetic imagination at least,
of the characteristics of the scene.

(b) To saß is to undermine, hence to weaken or
destroy. What word could more effectually des-
cribe the effect of intense grief upon the mental
faculties ?

(c) The sorest grief is usually caused by the
death of loved ones. The allusion is, of course, to
the poet's departed friend, Arthur Hallam, whose
death caused the grief which was the inspiration of
In Memoriam.

(d) The poet's invocation is that as the Old Year
goes out it may take with it many of the evils
which afflict society, among them " false pride in
place and blood." Let'the bells which ring out
the Old Year, ring out these things also, that the
New Year may introduce a better state of things.

(e) The explanation is the same. Shapes is
equivalent to forms or kinds. It is not quite clear
whether disease is used literally, in reference to
bodily ailments, or figuratively, of the moral dis-
eases which affect society. Perhaps both.

I. (a) In the first line of the ninth stanza of
"Forsaken Garden" (page 422, High School
Reader), to what does " Hep e ' refer.

(b) Explain fully this stanza: Il. " Go where
glory waits thee." In the first line of first stanza
to what does " thee " refer (page 214.)

III. (a) In the first stanza of "To a Highland
Girl " (page 202) to what does " road" refer.

(b) State why the poet was (not) loath to part
from one who had given him pleasure.

IV. " Contentedness in all Estates and Acci-
dents " (page 58), what is meant by "feastingupon
our own reason " (third paragraph.)

V. According to the High School Grammar,
nouns have no person. Parse John and writes in
the sentence " John writes well."

VI. Distinguish between agerund and a verbal
noun.

VII. Parse the italicized words in the following
sentence: " Could we know all the vicissitudes of
our fortunes life would be toa full of hope and fear
to afford us a single hour of true serenity."-A
PUPIL.

I. (a) To the " Forsaken Garden." It is des-
cribed as not only utterly but for ever forsaken and
dead.

(b) Death can never deal with it, change can
never come to it, because death and change are for
the living, not the dead. The lovers who have
gone to their graves will never rise to revisit a
scene in which nothing living is left, and the
stones and thorns which now cover the ground
will hold a sway as perpetual and changeless as
that of death, until the sea shall have crumbled the
cliffs and swallowed up terrace and meadow.

IL. To the person addressed, who is conceived
of as a patriot going forth to fight for his -country.
The me, presented as a maiden appealing to ber
lover, may be regarded as Ireland personified.

III. (a) Road is probably used in the sense of
"roadstead," a part of a bay where ships may ride
safely at anchor.

(b) We presume " not loth " was intended. The
reason is given by the poet himself in the lines
which follow. It is because his pleasure is not
dependent upon his visible presence, since he can
carry with him the vision of ber and ber surround-
ings till he grows old.

IV. Enjoying the satisfaction that springs from a
conviction that all is wisely ordered, and the con-
sciousness of right-doing in following that convic-
tion. How reason leads to such a conviction is
shown in the paragraph which follows.

V. We have not a copy of the High School
Grammar at band and do not know just what form its
statement assumes. The meaning must be that
the noun bas no change of form to indicate person.
The question evidently turns upon what is meant
by the term person in grammar. As the form of
the verb which is used with pronouns of the third
person is always used with the noun, it is, we sup-
pose, not considered worth while to introduce the
word person in parsing. This will suggest our
parsing of this sentence.

VI. See answer to J.A C. in last number.
VII. " Could know " is a verb-phrase in the con-

ditional form, equivalent to " If we could know."
It may be resolved into its parts, the past tense of
"can" and the infinitive "know." "All" is an
adjective qualifying " the vicissitudes" ; being col-
lective it qualifies the phrase composed of the
adjective "the" and the noun, and so is placed
before the former. " Vicissitudes is, of course, the
limiting object of " know." " Would be " is a verb-
phrase, correlative to the conditional form ; we
should call it the consequent form. We do not
know how these forms are designated in the H. S.
Grammar. " Would be" may be analyzed into its
two elements like " could know," but for practical
purposes must be treated as one verb-phrase.
"Full" is predicate adj. modified by adv. "too,"
and " to afford " is the verbal noun, after the com-
parative notion implied in " too full." Our space
will not admit of fuller treatment. We can but
touch what we conceive to be the points of diffi-
culty.
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Sc ooi-oorr, M¼etoks.
COMPOSITION.

A. C. BATTEN, NEWTON ROBINSON.

THE following is a sample lesson showing a
method of teaching the correct use of words, alike
in pronunciation, but different in spelling and
meaning. The sentences, as given below, are writ-
ten on the blackboard, after which the pupils are
required to fill in the blanks correctly. The dic-
tionary must be used very freely.

Aie, ail.-If he drinks that - he will - for a
month and will have to do without -

A wi, al/.-I can make - those shoes with my -
that I have had - year

Ant, aunt.*-My- says she saw an-near your
- who has a black - in her hand.

Air, e'er, ere, heir.-The - to-day is the keenest
I have - felt ; but the - thinks that-he returns
the - will be warmer.

Ade, aid.-If you wish my - I shall - you in
making the lemon -.

Ark, arc.-In that circle I see an - drawn in
an--. Can you drawan --- in an-?

Bear, bare. -- I can't - to see a boy in his - head
chasing a - across a - field.

Beer, bier.-The man lying on the - drank so
much - that he resembles a - barrel on a -.

Bred, bread.-That well - boy ate - that had
been taken from a - oven by a poorly - cook.

Bale, bal.-In that boat is a - of goods, and I
cannot - the water from the boat to get at the -.

Bass, base.-That - boy on the first - sings -

in the choir belonging to the - congregation.
The teacher should commence at the beginning

of some standard dictionary and search it through
taking a memorandum of all words belonging to
the foregoing class.

When this class of words has been thus dealt
with, words alike in spelling but different in pro-
nunciation and meaning should be studied in a
method similar to the above method. For instance:

Ab'sent, absen't.-The boy now - often -s him-
self because he likes to be - -.

Ab'stract, absttac't.-From that - I wish you to
- the - nouns.

Accent, accen't.-His - on that -ed syllable is
a very clear -.

A LANGUAGE COURSE FOR CLASSES I.
AND II.t

BY FRED. BROWNSCOMBE, PETROLEA.

THE following course of Language Lessons is
chiefly a drill in practical Grammar and Composi-
tion. The course is commenced when the pupil
enters the second part of the First Book.

I begin somewhat as follows :
After hearing a reading lesson and talking about

it, several names from the lesson, as Will, Tom,
boy, fish, are written on the blackboard, and the
class are asked to tell something about each. Then
they are required to write on their slates what they
have told. I then write on the blackboard some-
thing about each, as The boy can run, asking the
class to notice how I have begun and how I have
ended what I have written, thus teaching to begin
a sentence with a capital letter and end it with a
period.

After a number of such exercises the children are
given the term "statement" and asked to make
statements about various things, then to write state-
ments ; here they are told that they must always
begin a statement with a capital letter and end
with a period.

After a number of exercises with statements, I
introduce in a similar way questions and the use of
the question mark, giving exercises, oral and writ-
ten, such as, Ask a question about a boy, a cat, a
hen, etc.

Follow this by such exercises as, Write a state-
ment and a question about a man, a girl, etc.

Then, for the sake of variety, let each write a
question on his slate, change slates, and write the
answer to the question he finds on the slate given
him.

*(These two words are so unlike when carefully pronounced
that they hardly belong to this class. Exercises of ibis kind
aflord a god opportunity to teach the pupils to distinguish care-
fully between words which, like ant and aunt, should be ditterently
pronounced but are often confused by careless speakers. -Eu.)

+An address delivered before the West Lambton Teachers'
Association, Feb. 27, 1890.

Exercises similar to the following may now be
given : Tell four things about your dog.

Write three statements or three questions abou
what you see in the picture on page - of your
book.

Name five living things and tell what ea h can do,
Write five statements of what you have read in

your lesson.
Name six things in this room and tell the color

of each.
Name six things good to eat and tell about each.
Name something made of silver, wood, etc.
What are these made of : bottle, shoe, desk, etc.?
What are they used for?
These are a very few examples-they may be

endlessly varied, and the material is everywhere
about us.

At the saine time with the above I give other exer-
cises such as, Name three boys, two girls, the days
of the week, the months, etc., teaching the use of
capital letters. Once in a while I have a contest.
Leaders are selected who choose sides. The class
then take their seats to see who can write the
most about their reading lesson. They will enter
into this with much zest. When the class is
called up, the sides exchange slates and count the
number of statements on each slate, which numbers
are then written in two columns, one for each side.
The side which has the most statements is vic.
torious. No statement is counted that does not
begin with a capital letter and end with a period.

After, or during some of the above, I introduce
the following : Write to mean more than one boy,
girl.

The boy runs. The girl writes.
Give a number of such exercises and the reverse

till the class is familiar with the idea of writing to
mean one or more than one.

Follow with such exercises as : Tell about more
than one boy, slate, desk, etc., and ask questions
about more than one horse, cow, etc., and write
a statement and a question about more than one
fence, ball, etc. I give a number of exercises of
this kind, taking first, words whose plural is formed
by adding s, then words like box, brush ; then suci
words as man, goose ; then words similar to calf,
leaf, and lastly, those like lady, taking of the last
two only a few familiar words.

Here, too, give plentiful exercises on the use of
is, are, was, were, has and have-exercises, such as :
Write is or are in the blanks. The birds - flying.
The boy - here, etc.

Follow these by : Write yesterday after Tom
plays ball, etc., and this by others, substituting to-
mori ow for yesterday.

The next exercise introduced is such as this:
Name something in the room and put the owner's
name before it as-John's book.

After a while this step may be given as follows
Write in sentences to show possession : Tom, horse,
etc. The last thing I have laid down in my course
is letter-writing. I would begin this, perhaps,
about the middle of the course here given, but it
would depend on the class.

This finishes the course for the Second Part
class. It may be much varied, and I think there is
plenty of material to keep a class busy till it reaches
the Second Book Notice what I have given-
Statement and question, period and question mark,
capital letter, singular and plural, past, present and
future time, possessives and letter-writing.

Besides this I might mention one or two other
exercises, as : The words of a simple sentence are
written on the blackboard in disorder, and the class
are asked to arrange them so as to mean some-
thing, or write a word, e.g, beautiful, on the black-
board and let the class form as many words from
the letters in it as they can, as : bit, able, but, fat,
etc.; or filling in blanks as : He - away, etc.

The Second Class work is a continuation of the
work for the First Class.

First comes the letter-writing, to which I attach
much importance.

Then the statement and question having been
taught, the command remains to be taken up. This
may be easily done and exercises given such as:
Write a command to John, Henry, Mary, Carlo,
etc. Here the comma may be introduced, and
its use in commands taught.

Exercises on the above may be given as : Write
a command to and a statement and question about
John, boy, etc.

Continuing the exercises on writing to mean one
or more than one, teach the vowels and the rule
for the plural of words ending in y.

Occasionally the following exercise may be given :
Pick from your reading lesson ten names that mean
one, and ten that mean more than one.

As the vowels have been taught give exercises on
the use of a and an, as : Use a or an before man,
aae, house, engine, etc.

Continue the exercises in possession, as : Write
to mean more than one-The boy's bat is torn.
The king's son is dead, etc.

Now write in sentences to show possession-boy,
etc.

Then write these sentences to mean more than
one boy, etc.

Next write in sentences to mean more than one,
and show possession-cow, hen, etc.

Continue the tense exercises of the First Class,
as : Tell what these do-horse, sun, etc.; followed
by tell what these did-moon, cow, etc ; and then,
tell what these will do-bird, wind, etc. Then
combine the three as: Tell what these do, did and
will do-man, snow, etc.

Here, teach the three times, present, past and
future, and give exercises as : Tell about the fol-
lowing in past, present and future time-fence,
clock, etc.; or, use these in past, present and future
time-run, sing, play, etc.

There being nothing else to continue, take the
following new step. Write the following to mean
the same but put book first-John found the book.

Afterwards, exercises on this may be given as :
Write differently to mean the same-Tom caught
the bird. Will bought a book, etc.

The next step consists of exercises with quality-
words, beginning as follows : Write before each of
the followîng what kind of thing it is-stove, sun,
etc.; or, name four things and put a word before
each name telling what kind of thing it is.

Some other exercises on quality-words are: Name
something that is round, small, etc. (all answers to
be in complete statements.) Tell a quality of
ice, fire, etc.

Give the opposite of thick, long, etc. (using for
this words from lesson.)

Name six things in the school and tell the shape,
size and color of each.

Give now exercises in combining as: Mâke into
one statement-Tom bas a book It is a pretty
book. It is a new book. It is a red book.

In the above the use of the comma rpay again be
taken up.

Next teach the use of er with quality-words.
Give such an exercise as: Name two things that

are bright, and tell that one of these has more of
the quality than the other as-The moon is bright.
The sun is bright. The sun is brighter than the
moon. Follow this by teaching the use of more
with quality-words, using familiar words as-care-
ful, beautiful, etc.

At the same time take up the division of words
into syllables and give exercises as: How many
syllables in these words--good, beautiful, careless,
etc ? and pick from your lesson all the words of
more than one syllable.

Similarly to the use of er and more teach the use
of est and most.

Before leaving quality-words, take the case of
those ending in y as heavy, heavier and heaviest,
noticing the change of y into i, the same as in lady
and ladies.

The next step consists of exercises in telling how,
when or where an action was performed, as: Tell
how these were done-The man walked. The sun
shone, etc., followed by, Tell when these were
done-Tom saw a cat, etc., and where these were
done-I found a ball. He caught a bird, etc.; then
combine the three in one.

Other exercises may be given on the use of do,
did, done, saw, seen, went and gone, lie, lay, laid,
lain, etc. Also simple exercises in correcting errors.

This completes the course I have laid out. Let
me recapitulate: Letter-writing ; command ; exer-
cises in number; use of a and an; possessives;
past, present and future time ; active and passive
verbs ; quality words ; combining sentences; use
of the comma ; use of er and est; more and most;
how, when and where words ; exercises on do, did,
etc.; and correction of errors.

Besides the above course I may mention some
other material for language lessons, as : Name,
say, five things that you can taste, smell or eat.

Tell where you went and how.
What things are worn on the head, who wear

them, whendo theywearthem,whatthey are madeof.
Tell what you would like to have, what you would

like to do.



The lEdtcatioial Jo-urrial.

equal to the number of places in the decimal ;
thus ten-thousandths must have five places ; one-
thousandth must have three places, etc.

Drill upon this point until the number of places
in any decimal can be told instantly; thus,-how
many places in millionths ? in hundredths ? in
thousandths? in ten-millionths? in thousandtbs? etc.

Now the pupil is ready to write any decimal as
readily as he can write an integer. It is a good
exercise to have the pupils state the steps in his

IN the childhood of the writer a great mystery thinking witbout writing the figures ; thus:
hung over the subject of decimal fractions. Child- Tr.-What will you think to write two thousand
hood had passed and young manhood was entered and one ten-millionths?
upon before the mystery was solved. Some one P.-i. There are seven places.
bas affirmed that not one teacher in five (I think it 2. Write two thousand and one.
was even a less number) is master of the processes 3. Prefix three ciphers.
in division of decimals 4. Place point.

I think the chief fault in my own experience was 5. It will read: Point, three ci#hers, two, two
that decimals were so entirely divorced from inte- ciphers, one.
gers. I entered upon the study under the impres- Some method like the above, by which the pupil
sion that it was a subject entirely new with whicb shaîl be made to form an exact image of wbat he is
what I had formerly learned had no immediate to do before he begins to do it, is invaluable intigmuc of the arithmetical work. The Public School

I can see no Tood reason why pupils stould not journal.
be taugbt to waote decimals when they are taught
to write whole numbers. But I tbink most of the N TES ON DISCIPLINE.
text-book are t s arranged.t u dne

In decimals the period, or decimal point, which ste T e erstway trea :cPo teden che tom do
is the mark Of separation between the integral and the u
the fractional part of the number, becomes a very careful previous thougbt.
important tbing. In writin thi Every good ruler economizes power and neyer

Stau ti i nte S pero puts it aIl forth at once.to write whiole numbeproperly belongs af the rtE be DISCIPle.
units but as nothing ever appears after the d.ol
unless it is a common fraction, no a I be necessary to carry out a regulation you havenoattention is onelidw.

gtv to it eeds no inme fraction tells its own Never înflict corporal chastisement for stupidity
But in decimals the starting point is always the or ignorance.

decimal point, and that is always the point of sep- The great safeguard for good and happy discip-
aration between integers and decimals. line is to fill the time with work.

We will suppose that the class have approached If your government is felt to be based on high
this subject through the study of integers and com- prnciples the need of punishment in any form will
mon fractions. disappear. -Fitch.

One way of introducing them to decimals might

Write on the board one hundred and eleven, 00 O 1 l ,thus :
III.

Call attention to the fact that the value of the i
in tens place is one-tenth that of the I in hundreds
place, and that the I unit is one-tenth of the i ten.

Now from this let the pupil infer how he might
indicate one-tenth of i. He can easily be led to
see that a i written to the right of units should be
one-tenth of a unit. But now the importance of
the separating point is manifest. Without a point
the one hundred eleven and one-tenth would
appear:

which would seem to be one thousand one hundred
and eleven.

But if written
II1.I

1 have separated the fractional part from the inte-
ger and have thus avoided the ambiguity.

If I would write the one-tenth of one-tenth, I
have only to write the i at the right of one-tenth,thus:

This then reads, one hundred eleven and one-tenth, and one hundredth ;-or one-tenth of one-
tenth.
-o-w..one-tenth and one-hundredth is eleven hun-

dredths.
In a similar way teach the child to read:

iii. 11111, etc.
Be careful to have the pupil see that i tenth, and

i hundredth, and i thousandth is the same as one
hundred and eleven thousandths.

Notice that in the integral part, one hundred
eleven units, the name of the digit at the right
hand, units, give the name to the entire number.

So notice that the name of the right band digit
in the decimal gives name to the entire decimal.

Then show the pupil that in writing a decimal
alone it is just as important that he make the deci-
mal point his starting point.

Practice him on writing one-tenth ; one-hun-
dredth ; one-thousandth ; one ten-thousandth;
and filling the vacant places.

Now call his attention to the fact that the num-
ber of zeros in the denominator of the decimal is

The English Language, its Sources, Growth, History
and Literature. Seventeenth edition. Revised
by Thomas Page. London: Moffat & Paige,
28 Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row, E.C.

A convenient and useful little manual for teacher
and pupil.
A Primer ofSchool Management. Syracuse, N.Y.:

C. W. Bardeen, Publisher, 189o.
This little treatise is No. i of a " Pedagogical

Primer " Series. Though in some respects speci-
ally adapted to American schools, it contains sug-
gestions adapted to be useful to all young teachers.

Book of Recitations and Dialogues for children
between the ages of five and twelve years. By
Thomas F. Wilford, A.M., Professor of Elocu-
tion at the Grand Conservatory of Music, New
York. New York: Excelsior Publishing House.

In this book there are a few tolerable selections,
but most of the exercises are below the level of
what are called for, we hope, by the average Cana-
dian taste.
Notes of Lessons for Young Teachers, with Models

from Actual Examination Papers, by John
Taylor. Boston : Boston School Supply Com-
pany, 1889.

The author of this little work has attempted with
some success to combine hints and advice on
method and notes on the art of teaching, with a
goodly assortment of models for imitation. Judi-
ciously used it will no doubt prove helpful to those
for whom it is intended.

The Third Reading Book. By Eben H. Davis,
A.M., Superintendent of Schools, Chelsea,
Mass. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany.

This Reader, one of Lippincott's " New Series,"
contains well chosen selections from the writings of
some of the most popular authors of juvenile liter-
ature. It is well printed, beautifully illustrated, and
in every way an attractive Reader. Price, fifty-six
cents.

A series of sentences, describing some animal.
Stories made up from pictures.
What you saw coming to school.

" " in a shop window.
"c c :at an entertanment.

Language lessons on objects.
Exercises from the Readers.

DECIMALS.

Model Methods of Teaching Composition. By Jno.
G. Donaldson, Principal Middleton School.

New York: John B. Alden, Publisher.

This little work leads pupils on by easy-perhaps
too easy-gradations from the simplest to the more
complex forms of expression. We are inclined to
doubt the utility of books of this kind. They seem
to us to verge too far towards the mechanical and
monotonous, and to leave too little space for the
free play of the child's mental activities.

Scott's Lay of the Last Minstrel, Cantos I.-II.,
with introduction and notes by G. H. Stuart,
M.A., Professor of English Literature, Presi-

dency College, Madras.
Milton's Comus, with Introduction and Notes, by

William Bell, M.A, Professor of Philosophy
and Logic, Government College, Lahore.

The above named two volumes are late additions
to the series of neat, carefully annotated and cheap
School classics being published by McMillan &Co.,
London and New York.
The Histories of Tacitus, Books III., IV. and V.,

with Introduction and Notes by A. D. Godley,
M.A., Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford.

Pliny's Letters, Books I. and Il., with Introduction,
Notes and Plan. Edited by James Cowan,
M.A., Assistant Master in the Manchester

Grammar School.
The above are late additions to McMillan &

Co's. (London and New York) " Classical Series,"
and, like the former volumes of the series, are
excellently adapted for school purposes.

Higher Grade English, History of the Language,
Analysis, Style, Prosody, etc. Price i/. L. Nel-

son & Sons, London, Edinburgh and New York.

This book is intended to supply, in a compact
form, the whole of the work in English required for
the Senior Local Examinations of the English and
Scotch Universities, and for various other examina-
tions in the Scottish education department, and in
English and Scottish Training Colleges. The
scope of the book is limited to the Language,
viewed historically and practically. It compresses
a large amount of matter within small compass,
perhaps too much for true educational as distinct
from cramming purposes.

Talesfrom History. By Dr. Friedrich Hoffman.
Edited with Notes by H. S. Beresford-Webb,
Late Assistant Master at Wellington College.
Boston, U.S.A.: D. C. Heath & Company,
1890.

The latest addition to " Heath's Modern Lan-
guage Series." The selections are Conradin of
Suabia, The End of Charles the Bold, The Execu-
tion of Louis XVI. and his Queen, and the Franco-
German War (1870-1871). There are also copious
notes and an index to the same.

Word 4y Word, an Illustrated Primary Spelling
Book. By J. H. Stickney,Author of Stickney's
Reading Series, etc. Boston, U.S A. : Ginn
& Company, I890.

The object of this book is to show the general
structure of English words and train the vocal
organs to clear enunciation. Many of the exercises
seem well adapted to these two purposes, and in
the hands of a good teacher may be made very
helpful.

Mofat's Edition of the Gospel According ta St.
Matthew (Moffat & Paige, London), is a band book
for the use of children in the English schools, in
which religious instruction is a part of the daily
routine. It contains, Introduction, Text with Mar-
ginal Readings and Notes, an appendix of Longer
Notes, and other aids to pupils. The Bible not
being used as a text-book in Canadian schools, the
book will hardly be in demand in this country.

We have received the following booklets from
the same publishers, as a part of the series of " The
Royal English Classics." They are small and con-
venient in form, neatly bound in stiff paper covers,
and well adapted for use in schools, viz.: Scott,
Marmion, Canto VI. ; Cowpet, The Task, Book I.;
Addison, Sir Roger de Coverley ; Macaulay, Lord
Clive ; and Milton, Paradise Lost, Book I. -Price
3d. and 4d.
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ANOTHER NEW DEPARTURE.

T HE many readers of the EDUcATIONAL
JOURNAL may, we dare say, hiave at first a

little difficulty in recognizing their old friend in
the new dress in which it now makes its appear-
ance. The present number, being the first of a
new volume, the Publishers have seized upon
the occasion as affording a good opportunity
for taking another step forward.

Not a very long time has passed, as our read-
ers will remember, since the JOURNAL donned
the dress which is now laid aside, and the types
are still in very fair condition. But the Pub-
lîshers are resolved to content themselves with
nothing but the very best for the JOURNAL, and
hence have given it the new.and beautiful outfit
with which this number is printed. Not only
so, but they have also, in a most liberal spirit,
and at a very considerable increase in the cost
of publication, made arrangements to, add a
neat cover, whicb will appear next issue. This
will not only improve the appearance and add
to the attractiveness of the paper, but will mater-
ially increase its size, thus making room for con-
siderable additional matter.

The fact is that neither Publishers nor
Editor believe in, doing things by halves. We
are aIl deeply gratified with the success of
the JOURNAL, and witb the deep interest taken
in it, not only by the teachers of Ontario but by
many in other Provinces of the Dominion, and
in some parts of the United States. Were it

necessary we could fill con siderable space with
the warm commendations of subscribers who arc
constantly writing us that they appreciate the
JOURNAL highly, find it very helpful in their
work, and could not do without it. These
assurances are very grateful to us, and a con-
stant encouragement in our work. The Pub-
lishers are resolved, as this new departure
very practically proves, to spare no expense
in order to make the JOURNAL first-class in
every respect. In that resolve the Editors of
the various departments are ail heartily united.
It is the ambition and the aimt of aIl concerned
to put and to keep the JOURNAL in the very
front rank of educational periodicals. Sorne of
the best of our exchanges have from time to

7time kindlyi admitted- that in this we have
7already been higbly successful. But we well
7know that in journalism, as in the teacbing pro-

8fession, to be content with present attainments
'àis to go backwards, and the aim of every good

4

9journalist, as of every good teacher, is to make
9constant iînprovement, to go steadily onward.
0 We do not often say much about ourselves,

0preferring to let the different departments of the
0paper speak for it. We depart from our rule

1just now, chiefly that we may remind our
1patrons, the teachers of Ontario and other Pro.
1vinces, that the circumstances under whicb an
1.educational paper is published compel us te

2 rely very largely upon the voluntary aid of i

subscribers to extend its circulation. We are
deeply grateful to the many friends who have
helped us in the past and are still helping us so
efficiently. We shall now more than ever need
their help. Will they not redouble their efforts
on our behalf ? And are there not many
others of those who value the JOURNAL, feeling
themselves helped by its semi-monthly visits,
but who have hitherto done nothing for it
beyond sending their own subscriptions, who
might aid materially in extending its circula-
tion ? Can they render a better service to any
teacher friend or acquaintance who bas not
subscribed than by inducing him or her to do
so ? Sample copies will always be promptly
sent to any address that may be given us.

Is it too much to ask that every subscriber
into whose hands this first number of the new
volume may come, will do something by way of
recommending the JOURNAL to those who do
not take it but who ought to do so ? If you do
not believe that to extend our circulation is to
benefit your friends and the cause of public edu-
cation, we do not ask you to do anything for
us. But if you do so believe, will you not kindly
help us in this work by seeking to add at least
one to our list of subscribers ?

THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF EDUCA-
TION.

T HERE can be no doubt in any reasonable
mind.tatu.he vast increase of brain power

which a true education means brings with it a
corresponding increase of ability, which may be
turned into any practical channel. It is diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to conceive of any occu-
pation, however humble, in which enlarged
intelligence will not count. Thus education has
always and everywhere a cash value. If this
value is not always apparent in great money-
making power, a very good reason may often be
found in the fact that the tendency of education
is to modify its possessor's views of the chief
good. His ideas of utility differ widely from
those of the man whose mind bas never been
broadened by culture. It must be a low type
of mind indeed which can devote the full
strength of its developed powers to the one end
of money-getting. This fact, of itself, suffi-
ciently explains the greater success of many
illiterate men in the pursuit of wealth. The
higher utility of education is in the enlarged
sphere of influence and usefulness it opens up,
and the loftier plane of enjoyment to which it
raises its possessor. When Mrs. E. Lynn
Linton argued some time ago in the Fortnightly
Review, that unless a woman is to be a teacher,
a writer, or a physician, " the money spent on
her college career will be emphatically wasted,
so far as relates to the wise employment of funds
in reference to a remunerative future," she must
have attached a very sordid meaning to the
word "remunerative." When she further says
that a woman "n ay marry, and so render the
whole outlay of no avail," it is hard to be
patient. If the sacred duties of the mother, the
training of young minds and hearts through all
the stages which intervene between the first

The Ecu:tinlJouýrnal.
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flashes of infant intelligence and the solemn
responsibilities of manhood and womanhood,
do not afford a remunerative field for the exer-
cise of the highest cultre, the conception of
utility and of life must be low indeed. Educa-
tion cannot supply the lack of native good sense
and shrewdness. But education in itself never
can fail to render man or woman better fitted
for any honest work whatever. While always
recognizing this fact, teachers will do well to
keep steadily in mind the higher view of the
ends of education. By so doing they will
honor the truth, and at the same time exalt
their profession above the level of a bread-and-
butter trade. It is no unimportant part of the
teacher's high mission, in this age ot money-
worship, to imbue the minds of-the young with
finer tastes, and to set before them nobler
ideals of both duty and pleasure.

THOSE PLEASURE EXCURSIONS.T HE time is drawing near when the question,
I How may I use my vacation to the best

advantage ?" will be occupying the thoughts of
the thousands of teachers throughout Canada,
who have now entered on the last term of the
current school year. The wise aim of the great
majority will be to combine the largest available
amount ofrest and recreation with the largest edu-
cational gain. Happily, these objects, dissimilar
as they may seem, are by no means incompat-1b1~_§Ü "f .Io surprrnt tlhytffr-mrny,
of our readers are turning their attention to the
Pleasure Excursions which have been adver-
tised in our columns for a few weeks past. The
excursions to Europe therein brought within
the reach of all who have a little money and
time to spare, cannot fail to be wonderfully
attractive to those who have never set foot onthe shores of the Old World. A visit to thehistoric spots in Great Britain and on the Con-
tinent of Europe, which are included in theadvertised routes, is the ideal of a well.spentvacation. We have, therefore, great pleasure ininviting the special attention of Canadian
teachers to these excursions. Any particulars
not supplied in the advertisements will becheerfully given on application to the Manager
of the Company, as suggested in the advertise-
ment. If we can by this word be the means ofturning the thoughts of any of our readers inthis direction, and thereby leading them tosecurefur themselvesthe enjoyment of some
one or other of the various tours, we shall feel
that we have rendered them a service by bring-ing to their notice that which will be a sourcenot only of health and pleasure in the present,
but of delightful memories for a lifetime.

A TEXT-BOOK WANTED.
AT the last Convention of the Quebec Pro-

T vincial Association of Protestant Teachers,
the following resolutiôn was unanimously carried:

" Whereas this Convention believes that anytext-book of Canadian history ought to giveevery Province such recognition as shall unitethe interests of all Canadians, and conduce
towards the creation of oneness of patriotic

sentiment; and whereas in the opinion of this
Convention the text-books of history in use are
unsuited for this purpose.

" Be it resolved : That the teachers of the
Provincial Association, in Convention asseinbled,
do hereby record their desire to see such a work
authorized for use in our schools, and that a
committee be appointed to correspond with other
Provincial Associations and with other parties
regardinig this matter, said committee to report
at the next annual Convention."

In calling our attention to the foregoing, the
Chairman of the Committee appointed to follow
up the purpose of the resolution, assures us that
the fact that there are many excellent works giv-
ing the history of the several Provinces separately
is recognized, but says that a text-book is sought
which shall give the history of the different sec-
tions of the Dominion as nearly as possible con-
currently, there being many points of historical
contact between the Provinces from their earli-
est periods. The belief of the committee is
that a suitable text can be written by one man,
assisted by a committee of authors, provided it
is submitted before publication to the various
educational authorities in order to have them
eliminate, amend, or add as they think desirable,
and that the book thus prepared might be,
authorized for use in all Canadian schools irre-
spective of creed or nationality.

The Committee invite correspondence on the
subject. They will also be glad to have the
question discussed at all Provincial Associations
Klteachetsmaadsubsuently at a Dominion
Conference. The chairman of the committee,
Mr. W. Patterson, may be addressed at 63 Work-
man Street, Montreal.

Treasure-Trove for March came to hand too
late for notice in last issue. It contains the
usual interesting variety of instructive articles,
entertaining stories and fine illustrations. The
page in large beautiful type with ~its suggestive
picture is always of special interest to the little
ones for whom it is intended. The " Trove
Debating Club " is a new feature introduced in
in this number.

THE KIindergarten, Chicago (an illustrated
monthly, $2.oo per year). The April issue cele.
brates Easter and Froebel's birthday : perennial
themes to " all lovers of God and little children."
Mrs. Alice H. Putnam discourses learnedly on
"Self-Activity," and Annie Payson Call most
imspiringly on " The Regeneration of the Body."
Prof. Edward G. Howe stimulates all lovers of
Nature to a more curious inspection of her
ways. " Butterfly's Birthday " is an ideal Easter
story, while the " Origin of Easter Observances,"
and " The Easter Hare," give reliable and pop
ular information upon a theme of frequent
inquiry. The "Visit to a Louisville Sunday
school " is notable as a lesson to Sunday-school
teachers on methods in developing the tichest
truths.

A FULL-PAGE photogravure of Bishop Spalding
forms the frontispiece of the April Arena.
A comprehensive and exhaustive paper on the
" Public School Question " opens the number.
It is from the well-known pen of the Rev. Minot
J. Savage. Steven M. Allen, A.M., LL.B.,
President of the Webster Historical Society of
Massachusetts, appears in this issue in a striking
paper entitled, " A Newly-Disçovered Law in

Physics," in which he contends that the sun,
instead of being a molten ball, is an inhabitable
planet. The Rev. W. E. Manley, D.D., one of
the most critical Bible scholars of the day, con-
tributes a paper on " Eternal Punishment " that
will prove of great interest and value to Bible
students. Another contribution to the series of
social and industrial papers now appearing in
The Arena is entitled, " The Mask of Tyranny."
It is written by William Lloyd Garrison, a son
of the great anti-shvery agitator. Mr. Garrison
severely arraigns Socialism from the standpoint
of an Individualist. Many other thoughtful
articles on living topicsare to be found in this
number.

THE Century for April is remarkable for the
variety of its contents. Two of Mr. Cole's
charming artistic engravings accompany a paper,
on Giovanni Bellini, by Mr. W. J. Stillman, in
the series on Italian Old Masters. Mr. Jefferson's
Autobiography reaches the Rip Van Winkle
stage of his career and tells the reader exactly
what he wishes to know-how Mr. Jefferson
came to play the character. Three timely
articles are, " The Latest Siberian Tragedy," by
George Kennan, in which is given a new account
of the outrage at Yakutsk; "Suggestions for
the Next World's Fair," a practical and helpful
paper, by George Berger, Director of the French
Exposition; and " The Slave-Trade in the
Congo Basin," by E. J. Glave, one of Stanley's
pioneer officers, with text and pictures from life.
Three.articles of special interest and authorita-
tiveness are, " An Artist's Letters From Japan,"
by John La Farge, with illustrations beautifully
engraved by Marsh Kingsley and Whitney;
"The Serpent Mound of Ohio," by Prof. F. W.
Putnam, of the Peabody Museum, Cambridge,
Mass., an exhaustive treatment of the facts and
archSological significance of these curious
remains ; and "The Old Poetic Guild in Ire-
land," a special study by Charles de Kay, with
special illustrations by Alexander and Bacher.
There are three short stories, giving altogether
much variety in subject matter and treatment.
These are but a few samples from the rich and
copious table of contents.

THE April St. Nicholas contains the first of
several important papers by E. J. Glave, one of
Stanley's pioneer officers on the Congo. It is
called "Six Years in the Wilds of Central
Africa," and is so told as to vividly present the
lights and shadows of the explorer's life. In
this number also begins a serial by Mrs. C. V.
Jamison, " Lady Jane," dealing with Southern
life and character. Another continued story of
a different style is, " Marjorie and Her Papa," by
Lieutenant Fletcher, U.S.A. It is a very funny
little study of children's ways, and will be read
with keen enjoyment. " The Ballad of King
Henry of Castile " is a rhymed story from old
Spanish history, written by Tudor Jenks, and
excellently illustrated by Childe Hassam.
Oliver Herford contributes a little dramatic story
told in rhyme by means of letters, and setting
forth how silly Miss Goose was invited to dinner
by Mr. Fox and his cousin. The author illus-
trates the story most amusingly. Mary Hallock
Foote tells with sympathetic insight the story of,
a little boy's "Visit to John's Camp." and illus-
strates her own story. A novel and attractive
paper is Miss Scidmore's " How to Use a Pair
of Chopsticks. Other contributions are, "The
Chinese Giant," an amusing extravaganza by
Ruth Dana Draper, illustrated by Bensell; the
first of several simple geological papers, by
Teresa C. Crofton; a story by Ernest Ingersoll;
instalments of " Crowded Out o' Crofield," and
the Bunny Stories "; natural history papers by
Ernest Thompson, and by Charles Frederick
Holder ; verse by Kate Cleary, Helen C. Walden
and Caroline Evans ; and pictures without stint.
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THE books we love are friends whose sympathy
Exhaustless flows from fount undrained of Time:
From cosmic history to bard sublime,
The crystal draught of knowledge floweth free.

And we, asearch for wisdom, science, art,
For truth, philosophy-the soul's far quest
Of aught, in worth or choice, divinest, best-

May question of these friends as heart to heart;
With them traverse the earth, the sky and sea,

In mystic depths profound and isolate,
Or, 'midst the busy scenes of life and fate,

Find in their message truest harmony,
Attuned to all the human soul holds dear
In memory's dim and hallowed atmosphere.

ISADORE BAKER.

THERE is nothing more frightful than for a
teacher to know only what his scholars are intended
to know.- Goethe.

GROWTH in the direction of good, means growth
away from evil ; it is only by strengthening, basten-
ing the one, that we can retard, check or prevent
the other. To give the tender child the example,
the opportunity of injustice, of harshness, of false-
hood, is to make him unjust, barsh, false-or, at
least, to weaken his justice, his gentleness, his
truth. To leave the child unwatched, unguardedto
the chance impressions which promiscuous inter-
course with otheri brings, is giving wisdon and
folly, virtue and vice, good and evil, equal claims
and equal chances upon him.- W. N. Hai/,nan.

"AN unskilful teacher is content to put before
his pupils what they have to learn, and to ascertain
tbat they remember it ; and thus those of them
whose memory is ready and retentive have their
minds left in a perfectly passive state, and are like
a person always carried about in a sedan-chair till
he bas almost lost the use of his limbs. And then
it is made a wonder that a person who has been so
well taught, and who was su quick in learning and
remembering, should not prove an able man ;
which is about as reasonable as to expect that a
copious cistern, if filled, should be converted into a
perennial fountain."--Archbishop Whateley.

GIVE us, O give us the man who sings at his
work ! Be his occupation what it may, he is equal
to any of those who follow the same pursuit in
silent sullenness. He will do more in the same
time-he will do it better-he will persevere longer.
One is scarcely sensible of fatigue whilst he
marches to music. The very stars are said to
make harmony as they revolve in their spheres.
Wondrous is the strength of cheerfulness, alto-
gether past calculation its powers of endurance.
Efforts, to be permanently useful, must be uniformly
joyous-a spirit all sunshine-graceful from very
gladness -- beautiful because bright. -Ca, lyle.

REv. EDWARD THRING had a theory upon which
he worked. His main principle was simple enough
-that every boy is good for something, and that
education means to help him to fnd out what he is
good for, and to make the very best of him without
making the capacity of one boy the standard of
another. The principle sounds almost too obvious
for statement. And yet to put it into consistent
practice, would be to sweep away the very last relic
of cran, to change test by examination out of all
recognition and to transform a public school from
a place for polishing exceptionally clever boys into
one for making the best of every boy individually,
whatever might be the quantity or the quality of
his brains.-N. Y. School Journal.

" NoT only is one man unlike another, but every
man is essentially different from every other, so
that no training, no forming, nor informing, will
ever make two persons alike in thought or in
power. Among all men, whether of the upper or
lower orders, the differences are eternal and irre-
concileable between one individual and another,
born under absolutely the same circumstances.
One man is made of agate, another of oak ; one of
slate, another of clay. The education of the first is
polishing ; of the second, seasoning; of the third,
rending ; of the fourth, moulding. It is of no use
to season the agate ; it is vain to try ta polish the
slate ; but both are fitted by the qualities they pos-
sess for services in which they may be honored."-
Ruskin,

POLITENESS.
RHODA LEE.

INSPIRATION and stimulus in the literary depart-
ments of our work are never lacking. The jour-
nals and other educational matter within our reach
might well supply every want. Encouragement in
our efforts at moral and religious training are also
continually forthcoming, but there is one branch
of school-room ethics to which I would like to call
particular attention-I refer to 15oliteness, or what
we commonly call "good manners."

Too often the complaint is heard that our boys
and girls lack gentleness, politeness and thought-
fulness for the comfort and feelings of others.

Only a few days ago I heard a remark to the
effect that " the little ones are quite prompt and even
eager with their 'thank you' and 'excuse me,' but
they get bravely over that kind of thing as they
grow older." This should not be. There must
be something decidedly lacking in the influence of
a teacher who cannot make her scholars polite.

There is a very harmful delusion abroad among
some boys and girls of a certain age that suavity
of manner is an indication of extreme inferiority
and subordination, and they infer from this that
they must adopt a curtness of manner and speech
that will establish the fact of their " equality." Of
course this sentiment is simply non-existent in a.
class where the scholars respect and love their
teacher, and so I would say that the only real
foundation for true politeness is love and kindness.

To cultivate, therefore, the noble, whole-souled
boy or girl who is careful for all with whom be
comes in contact, we must first have implanted and
rooted in the beart the sweet old "Golden Rule,"
and with that the firm resolve to live up to it and
around it.

There must be the pure good feeling behind, or
the politeness is false.

EXAMPLE : This is our most powerful weapon-
we must not persuade ourselves that the little
people in our classes are "just children, tiny crea-
turcs that never notice little things we do or say."
Not at all. It is just these same little people who
watch our every word and action, and, moreover,
copy, act over the school-room discipline and
teaching in their play-school, and do it to perfec-
tion sometimes. Now if we treat these children
with all possible courtesy, speak pleasantly, agree-
ably and in a voice which, though always carrying
weight, is yet cheerful and bright, some of our diffi-
culties at least will disappear.

I sometimes think that we have to overdo the
example of politeness in setting it before children,
as we have to make it very noticeable, at the same
time making it the subject of little spare-minute
talks.

Any child will be forcibly impressed by an
" excuse me " from the teacher who accidentally
causes hertodrop something, or who bas occasionto
pass in front of ber. A sincere " Thank you " for
a favor done will succeed in drawing the same from
the pupil when circumstances require it. At first
it may perhaps be necessary to insist on this, but
by your outspoken approval of such politeness it
will soon become a steady habit.

There are a number of beautiful little " gems"
that may with good effect be memorized by the
children, such as :

" Be kind in all you say and do,
That others may be kind to you."

Kind hearts are the gardens,
Kind deeds are the flowers,

Kind words are the pathways
That lead us to God."

Howe'er it be it seems to me
'Tis only noble to be good,

Kind hearts are more than coronets,
And simple faith than Norman blood."

Hold your courteous word aye ready,
Sow your kind ones broadcast round,

In the careful, thoughtful, kind heart
True politeness will be found.'

Always greet the children pleasantly and cheer-
fully in the morning, and have them reply to your
"Good-morning " as politely as possible.

Never omit either morning or evening saluta-
tion, and when a child bas been absent unavoid-

ably, give her a special greeting or word of welcome
on returning.

In some cases, where the children are specially
well cared for, the home training in this direction
renders that of the school almost superfluous, but
these instances, in most districts, are the exception
rather than the rule.

Sometimes where we expect to find nicely-man
nered children we are disappointed, while again
we find the natural thoughtfulness and politeness
of a child needs only to be brought out. We know
"intelligence and courtesy not always are com-
bined," and perhaps the beauties of the "golden
room " have never greeted our eyes because the
door has never been opened.

Take notice of and commend every little effort
at politeness. Do be appreciati-ve. Sympathy
and appreciation are two magic keys that will
unlock any heart and bring out its most treasured
treasures.

A child loves to have her efforts appreciated.
She wants to improve, to be more lovable, lady-
Jike and gentle, and if there is no one to notice or
approve, discouraging thoughts step in, but if a
watchful teacher is over her, commending and
appreciating the thoughtful acts of courtesy and
kindness, these habits will daily be strengthened
and the character influenced or changed in a way
never-to-be-forgotten.

GEMS.
ARNOLD ALCOTT.

"CoLEcT as precious pearls the words of the
wise and virtuous,"

We do not believe that there is anyone, at least
anyone who is conscious of nineteenth-century pro-
gress, who does not most heartily acknowledge that
one of the best ways by which we can morally
aùd intellectually elevate those who are under
our supervision, is by familiarizing them with the
thoughts, æsthetically expressed, of wise men.

We hear the old maxim, " Lean t do islf
doing." Applied to language it says to us, "Learn
to use language by using it."

There is inborn in human nature a capability for
rhithm. We see this early shown in the little
child before it can speak plainly, trying to say the
nursery rhymes, such as " Jack and Jill," " Mary
had a Little Lamb," and others. And what matter
if our little friend say "Dack and Dill" ? Is the
fact that the enunciation is indistinct any reason
that more rhymes should not be taught ?

Oh, no. He will say "Jack and fill" all the
more readily and easily in a few months, because
of having exercised his vocal organs in many other
combinations. Besides, let us think of the thought-
education be is receiving.

We may morally and intellectually develop a
child by other means, but, nevertheless, we are but
using part of our wealth if we so do.

It is our privilege to possess some of the finest
literature tbat bas ever been produced. When we
remember this, and also that the tastes of the peo-
ple are growng more and more cultured, is not
the logical conclusion that we may nurture refine-
ment and love for the beautiful, if we but use the
expressions of those in whom the æsthetic faculty
was well developed. Emerson bas well said that
"next to the originator of a good sentence is the
first quoter of it."

A distinguished educator remarks as follows:
"Let me talk for five minutes with a pupil, and let
me give him two or three sentences to write,
and I will tell you what kind of teacher he bas
had."

But how are we to endeavor to get our pupils to
appreciate the force of human thought ? We
answer, "By giving them this thought."

But, perhaps you say, these memory gems are
so scattered and promiscuous, that it seems as if
one teaches them just as one takes a fancy.

Well, my friend, such need not be the condition
of affairs.

Why not have just as much method, just as
much definiteness displayed here, as is apparent in
the other departments of your " democracy ?"

Suppose we select gems on the following bases
Ist. Gems for Conduct.
2nd. Patriotic Gems.
3rd. Gems relating to Nature.
4th. Gems for particular festivals as Christmas,

New Year, Easter and Thanksgiving.

The Edue:-ation1al
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Thinking that it may prove helpful to some of our
co-workers if we define some gems which come
under the particular heads which we have given,
we offer the following, with the sincere hope that
they may be practically suggestive. For, of
course, the few which we name are but as a
bandful taken from the inexhaustible storehouse.
" To select well among old things is almost equal to
inventing new ones."

GEMS FOR CONDUCT.

"Circumstances are beyond the control of a
man, but his conduct is in bis own power."
Beaconsfßeld.

" The secret of success in life is for a man to be
ready for bis opportunity when it comes."
Beaconsfteld.

" Every man's life is a fairy-tale written by God's
fingers."-Hans Andersen.

"The way * to gain a good reputation, is to
endeavor to be what you desire to aefear."-
Socrates.

" Habits are like the wrinkles on a man's brow;
if you will smooth out the one, I will smooth out
the other. "-Shaw.

" Look up, and not down; look forward, and not
back ; look out, and not in; and lend a hand."-
Edward Everett Hale.

PATRIOTIC GEMS.

A union of hearts and a union of hands,
A union none can sever;

A union of homes and a union of lands,
And the flag, British Union, forever."

GEMS ON NATURE.
1. April 1 April l Are you here ?

Oh, how fresh the wind is blowing.
See, the sky is bright and clear.

Oh, how green the grass is growing!
April ! April! Are you here?"

THE SNOW.
2. " Little white feathers filling the air,

Little white feathers, how came ye there?
We caniefmm ±heclond-irds sailippo higb,

They're shaking their white vings up ma'hisky!'
Little white feathers, how swift you go!
Little white feathers, I love you so !
'We're swift because we have work to do;
Now hold up your face, and we'll kiss you true.'"

3. " What's the use of repining ?
'Where there's a will there's a way.'

To-morrow the sun may be shining
Although it is raining to-day."

NEW YEAR GEMS.
i. " I'm little January; perhaps you do not know

How far I've corne to see you, across the fields of
snow.

Perhaps you weren't expecting I'd be so very small,Perhar you're almost wishing I had not come at

I've lots of little sisters, a little brother too,
And every one is coming to make a call on you.
But I got ready quickly, and came right straight off

here,
To be the first to greet you, this happy, bright New

Year."

For Christmas, Easter and Thanksgiving we may
very wisely choose Bible verses.

The fact that a child may not appreciate the full
scope of an author's meaning, is no true objection
to the course suggested. To apprehend is to
know ; to comprebend is to know and understand.
T4eaxtitic arrangements and the choice of Eng-
lish displayed, will leave an unconscious influence
which can be only for good, which may be the
nucleus of pure thoughts and noble actions in
another decade.

Let me close with the words of Montaigne, when
be says :

"i have gathered a posie of other men's flowers,
and nothing but the thread that binds them is my
own."

OUR doubts are traitors
And make us lose the good we oft might win,
By fearing to attempt. -SakesÉeare.
IT is better to do gne's best in a contest than

merely to do the best that is done in that contest.
One rnay do bis best.and come out next best in a
competition, while be who comes out best may
have done less than his best. But in view of the
great Judge, only he bas done best who bas done
his best.-Sunday-School Times.

MANLINESS IN THE TEACHER.

CHRISTIAN manliness is a great factor in mak-
ing a successful teacher, and Christian womanhi-
ness is not behind it. The life and work of Dr.
Arnold should be famaliar to every teacher ; he is
the veritable patron saint of the truly manly
teacher. His life was an inspiration to all bis
pupils, and the teacher cannot read an account of
bis work without catching sometbing of the spirit
which ennobled him. All are not born teachers,
and those who are not blessed by nature with the
qualities which go to make a good teacher, have
the more need to drink from the lives of others.
Pupils instinctively respect a teacher who bas a high
sense of honor ; and such a teacher bas a double
advantage in the schoolroom, bis life and work are
a means of educating bis scholars in the sane
manly virtues, and the respect which he commands
enables him to do the purely intellectual side of bis
work better than lie otherwise could do it. Pupils
give attention and respect to the teaching of such a
teacher.-- Winnipeg School Times.

THINKING QUESTIONS.

EVERY pupil who bas studied the subject of
Geography should be able, without hesitancy, to
correctly answer each of the following questions.

If you wish to be surprised try them. You will
find a number who have " bin in jog a-fy."

i. How wide is the equator ?
2. Can a person reach the Ndrth Pole by travel-

ling N.W.?
3. If it is 4 p.m. here what time is it 165 degrees

west, east ?
4. Draw two right angles with three straight

lines.
5. The difference in time between two places is

one minnte-whatlsthe difference in longitude ?
6. If your town lies on the 8oth meridian, on

what meridian do all other places having the same
time lie?

7. Are parallels of latitude or lines of longitude
straight lines ?

8. Are meridians parallel lines ?
9. Draw a line at an angle of 45 degrees?
1o. A straight line drawn from the centre of the

earth pierces the surface 32 degrees north of the
equator. How many degrees to -the South Pole ?
To the North Pole?

i r. At what time of the year is the equator
nearest the North Pole?

12. Are degrees of longitude all of the same
length?

13. At what point on the globe is there no lati-
tude or longitude?

14. What is the diurnal motion of the earth?
15. When it is noon at Washington what is the

time 12 degrees north, south ?
16. Two persons are travelling north towards

each other, how is this ?
17. The news of a morning fire in New York

reached San Francisco before daylight. Explain.
-The Progressive Teacher.

THE PARENT'S VIEW OF THE TEACHER.

THE following was overheard within a few days
in the cars :

FIRST PARENT.-" What kind of a teacher is
Miss Smith?"

SECOND PARENT.-" She is a highly educated
lady."

FIRST PARENT.-" I presurne so but she does
not understand children."

SECOND PARENT.-" Why ?"
FIRST PARENT.-" My daughter is in ber room.

She is quite sensitive, and Miss Smith makes such
sarcastic remarks that I have hard work to keep
Edith in school."

SECOND PARENT.-" I have heard my daughter
speak of ber in the sane way. Mary often says
she is afraid of her."

FIRST PARENT.-" She seems to keep at Edith
every day. Others may fail and nothing. be said,
but my girl never escapes. Now, is that fair ?"

SECOND PARENT.-" No, of course not. Miss
Smith bas taught a long time; she bas been well

educated, travelled abroad, and ought to be a first

class teacher."
FIRST PARENT."-Of what use is all that educa-

tion, if she does not understand human nature?"
SECOND PARENT.-Of very littie use, certainly.

Ought not the principal of the school to watch bis

teachers, and help them to correct such mistakes
in their work ?"

FIRST PARENT.-"Yes. But the remedy lies
deeper than that. We need more married teachers,
male or female, who know more about children's
ways and thoughts, and better how to influence and-
help them." -Common School Education.

But why should not young teachers know about

children's ways and thoughts, and know how to

influence and help them ? They are not so far

removed fron childhood. Many an otherwise good
teacher counteracts and destroys his own influence,
and does serious injury to the moral nature of

pupils by indulgence in sarcasm. It is a cowardly
weapon to draw upon a defenceless pupil.-[ED.
EDUC. JOURNAL.j

BE HONEST AND TRUE.

BE honest and true,
Oh eyes that are blue !
In all that you say
And all that you do, *
If evil you'd shun,
And good you'd pursue,
If friends you'd have many
And foes you'd have few,
Be honest and true
In all that you say
And all that you do,
Oh eyes that are blue!

Be honest and true,
Oh eyes that are gray!
In ail that you do
And all that you say
At home or abroad,
At work or at play,
As you laugh with your friend
Or run by the way.
Be honest and true
By night and by day,
In all that you do
And all that you say,
Oh eyes that are gray!

Be honest and true,
Oh eyes that are brown!
On sincerity smile,
On falsity frown !
All goodness exalt,
All meanness put down.
As you muse by the fire
Or roam through the town,
Remember that honor
Is manhood's chief crown,
And wear it as yours,
Oh eyes that are brown I
Be honest and true,
Oh eyes of each hue!
Brown, black, gray and blue,
In all that you do.
Oh eyes in which mothers,
Look down with delight,
That sparkle with joy,
With things good and bright!
Do never a thing
You would bide from their sight !
Stand up for the right
Like a chivalrous knight:
For the conqueror still,
When the battle is through,
Is he who bas ever
Been loyal and true.
Make the victory sure,
Oh eyes of each hue!

-uvenile Gems.

"I AM convinced that the method of teaching
which approaches most nearly to the method of
investigation is incomparably the best ; since, not
content with serving up a few barren and lifeless
truths, it leads to the stock on which they grew ;
it tends to set the learner himself on the track of
invention, and to direct him into those paths in
which the author bas made bis discoveries. "-
Burke.
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[A.E.F. You will find your questions concerning
Manitoba answered in an Editorial Note in the last
number of the JOURNAL.]

DOES water belong to the animal, the vegetable
or the minerai kingdom ?-C. McN.

[To the minerai kingdom. It is inorganic.]

My solution to mental arithmetic problem in last
JOURNAL (which was to be made by some young
arithmetician) is " 12," the solution being made in
19 second.-J.G.

PLEASE send me, or have printed in your paper
a list of the subjects required for Teacher's Exam-
inations ?-R.S.

[Write to the Secretary of Education Depart-
ment.]

WHERE can I get full information regarding
Teachers' Certificates in the State of Michigan?

-J.F.

[Address Joseph Estabrook, Esq., State Super-
intendent of Public Instruction, Lansing, Mich.

THE following rule for measuring logs was copied
from a new American Business Arithmetic about
one and a half years ago. I cannot say whether it
is "Doyle's Rule" or not : Take the diameter in
inches, leaving out the bark, subtract four inches
-for slabs-take one-quarter the remainder, square
it and multiply the result by the length of the log
in feet. The result is the number of feet of lumber
in the log.-GEO. A. FRASER.

ANSWER to W.H.C. 3. In Question Drawer in
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL for April ist, page 245
" Which should be taught first L C.M and H.C.F.
or fractions?" Teach fractions as far as you can
without L.C. M. and G.C.M., and these when they
are necessary to shorten the work. N.B. Do not
say factor when you mean measure. Three is a
measure of 21, So is 7. But 3 and 7 are the
factors of 21.- J. H. KNiGHT.

. WILL there be any questions on Book-keeping
on the paper on Indexing and Precis-Writing at
the Third Class Teacher's Examination for 1890 ?

2. Will it be necessary to ll completely the five
drawing books prescribed for the course?

3. What text books in Arithmetic are most suit-
able.-SCHOOL MISTRESS.

[Questions (i) and (2) were answered in the reply
given to M J.D., in last number. Will some one
who knows kindly answer (3).]

i. Is a teacher obliged to do " road work " in the
section where he teaches, provided he holds no
property in that section ?

2. If so, can the trustees withhold any of his

salary on account of the time he is absent from the

schoolengaged in the " road work ? "-A TEACHER.

[i. Yes. We are not aware that teachers are
exempted. 2. Probably so. The trustees have
nothing to do with, the teacher's obligations as a
citizen. As a ntter of fact we suppose that
teachers usually pay the commutation, $1 per day,
instead of doing the work in person.]

Do you think O blue-eyed banditti,
Because you have scaled the wall,
Such an old moustache as I am,
Is not a match for you at all."

i. Give the names of the banditti.

2. Why call them by that name ?
3. Explain Old Moustache.

4. For what does I stand in above?

The above questions are from above verse given
at last Promotion Examination from iI. to III.-
SUBSCRIBER.

["Subscriber" wishes the above questions
answered, but he does not tell us from what the

lines are quoted, or give us any clue to the context,
upon which the answers clearly depend ]

' 1. PLEASE explain in your JOURNAL, next issue if
possible, what is meant by " or order " in " One
year after date we promise to pay S. White, or
order, one hundred dollars." Explain fully.

2. Can you suggest a good system of marking
lessons in school so as to be able to report at end
of each month the true merits of each pupil. Would
you allow a certain number of marks for a perfect
lesson and deduct from this according to mistakes
or failure to answer ail questions ?-SUBSCRIBER.

[() " Or order " is an abbreviation of " or to his
order." The meaning is simply that the money
will be paid either to the man in person or to his
written order by whomsoever presented. (2) We
have found such a grading as from 1o for a perfect
lesson down to o for total failures simple and con-
venient. Perlbaps some teacher of experience will
suggest a better plan.]

I. WHAT determines thedate forEaster, and why?
2. What is the style of binding on Webster's

Dictionary that you offer for $5 ?

3. Can trustees be compelled to pay interest to
a teacher if they don't pay his salary quarterly ? If
the agreement is drawn for yearly payment wil'
that alter the case ?=SUBSCRIBER.

[i. Easter Sunday is the first Sunday after the
fourteenth day of the "calendar moon," which
happens on or after March 21st. The "calendar
moon " is, however, not a real but an imaginary
moon, created for ecclesiastical convenience. The
fourteenth day of the " calendar moon " falls gener-
ally on the fifteenth or sixteenth of the real moon,
and so after the real full moon. This will give you
the rule for determining Easter. As to the "why,"
we know no reason for this special mode of fixing
the date, save a decision of the ecclesastical
authorities .of a very early period. 2. It is full
sheep. 3. Trustees are required by law to pay
teachers' salaries quarterly, and are authorized to
borrow money, if necessary, in order to do so. We
see no reason why they should not pay interest to
the teacher if payment is delayed-n other words
borrow from him-as well as to another. We sus-
pect that an agreement to defer payment of salary
till the end of the year is not legal. But, of course,
if an honorable teacher has made such an agree-
ment he will abide by it.]

EXAMINATION TIME-TABLE, 1890.

THE examination subjects for Thir:l Class are
those now prescribed for the Primary Examination ;
for Second Class,those now prescribed for the Junior
Leaving Examination : and for First Class Certifi-
cates, those now prescribed for the Senior Leaving
Examination.

Oral reading to be taken on such days and hours
as may best suit the convenience of the examiners.

PRIMARY AND JUNIOR AND SENIOR LEAVING
EXAMINATIONS.

Primary Examination.

Tuesday, July 8th.
A.M. 8.40-8.55.... Reading Regulations,

9.00-12.00... English Poetical Literature.
P.M. 2.00-4 30 ... .History and Geography.

Wednesday, July 9th.
A.M. 9.00-12.00.. .Arithmetic and Mensuration.
P.M. 2.00-4.30.... English Grammar.

Thursday, ,uly 1oth.
A.M. 9.00-11.30... Algebra.
P.M. 2.oo-5.oo. .. English Composition and Prose

Literature.

Friday, July 11th.
A.M. 9.o00-i.oo ... Latin Authors.

French do
German do
Physics.

P.M. 2.00-4,30....Latin Composition
French
German
Botany.

and Grammar.
do
do

Junior Leaving and Pass Matriculation
Examination.

Tuesday, July 8th.
A.M. 8.40-8.55... .Reading Regulations.

9.00-11-30. ..English Poetical Literature.
P.M. 2.oo-4 -3o....History-and Geography.

Wednesday, July gth.
A.M. 9.00-11.30. ..Arithmetic.
P.M. 2.00-4.30. . .. English Grammar.

Thursday, July xoth.
A.M. 9.00-11-30.. .Algebra.
P.M. 2.00-4-30... .Chemistry.

Friday, July 11th.
A.M. 9.00-II.30.-•Euclid.
P.M. 2.00-4.30.... Botany.

Saturday, July 12th.
A.M. 9.00-11.30.. - Physics.
P.M. 2.00-3-30.... .French Authors.

3.35-5.35.... do Composition and Grammar.
Monday, July 14 th.

A.M. 9.oo-11.oo. . . Latin Authors.
11.05-12.35.. do Composition and Grammar.

P.M. 2.00-3-30, ... German Authors.

3.35-5-35. ... do Composition and Grammar.
Tuesday, July i 5 th.

A.M. 9.00-12.oo... English Composition and Prose
Literature.

P.M. 2.00-4.30,... Greek (for Matriculants only, not
for Second Class candidates.)

Senior Leaving and Honor Matriculation
Examination.

Tuesday, July 15th.
A.M. 8t4o-855.... Reading Regulations-

9.oo-12-oo ... English Composition and Prose
Literature.

Wednesday. July 16th.
A.M. 9.00-11.30. .. Algebra.
P.M. 2.00-4.30... English Poetical Literature.

Thursday, 1uY 17 th.
A.M. 9.00-11.30... Euclid.
P.M. 2.00-4-30 .... History and Geography.

Friday, July 18th.
A.M. 9.00-11-30... Trigonometry.
P.M. 2.00-4.30 .... English Grammar.

Saturday, July 1gth.
A.M. 9.00-11.30 .Chemistry.
P.M. 2.00-4.30 ... Botany.

Monday. /uly 21st.

A.M. 9.oo-11.30.. -Zoology.
P.M. 2.00-4.30. . .. Latin Authors.

Tuesday, Julv 2znd.

A.M. 9.00-11.30.. •Latin Composition.
P.M. 2.00-4.30 . .. Latin and Greek Grammar.

Wednesday, Juliy 23rd.
A.M. 9.00-11.30. . . Greek Authors.
P.M. 2.30-3.30 ... .German Authors.

3.35-5.35. .... German Composition & Grammar.
T hursday, July 24 th.

A.M. 9.00-10.30... French Authors,

10.35-12-35.. do Composition and Grammar.
ToRoNTo, Februarl, 189o.

TO follow foolish precedents, and to wink
With both our eyes ; are easier than to think,

-Cowper.

OH happy they who never saw the court,
Nor ever knew great men but by report.- Webster.

TO T HE EP Info readers that 1 have a posltive remedy for the above named
disease. By its timelyusae&trouinds ai hopeiesa caues have been permanently cLed. liaai -
b. glad to und two b<6ttes t my remedy FRE to auy otir readers who .ave con.
auniption f they wilt send me their Express and Poat Office Address. Respectuui 3r
Tr L LOGUM, M.04, tu West AdowId «t., TOft«O~d, OtTA*io.
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TEACHERS AGENTS WANTED.
To canvass our new and attractive book,

Who wish to increase their "Stanley in Africa." This work will

do so by canvass- have an immense sale every where, and no agent
income CAN 0should miss this opportunity of making big

ing for The Temperanco and money. Send for terms; exclusive territory

General Life Assurance Co., given. RosE PUBLISHING Co., Turonto._

Toronto. Several e m i n e n t -
teachers have joined our ranks WATERßf4N fOUNT4/N fE#!
-there is room for more. est in the World. Send for Cirou/ar.

Men who succeed as local j GEO. BENGOUGH,

agen CANADIAN AGENT, 45 KING STREET EAsT,
ts will be dealt with lib- ToRoNTo

erally. Men of tact, energy STUDY. LATIN and GREEK atHOM Sis 1 . Use tise Il IlitelneU.l-
and intelligence always succeed b asd. s aul Spepage ad atlou oufo Sca

Books free. C. DESILVER & SONs, No. L.L. 1102
as canvassers. Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SCOTTS
EMULSION

Of Pure Cod
Liver Oil and

HYPOPHOSPHITES
of Lime and

Soda
J N's Emulsion :

ia -conerfu F leh Producer. It als theBet Remedy for COrSUIMTIOR1
Scrofula, Bronchitis,Wagung Dis-,
eases, Chronic Coughs and Colds.

PALATABLE As MILK.
Seu'sEmulsion la only put up in salmon color

wrapper. Avoid all imitationsor substitutions.
Sold by al Druggists at se. and $1.00.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Belleville.

IORTH AMERICAI LIFE ASSURICE COIPANY
K!eW iEOfe, . - TOR ygO O .

Hon. Alexander Mackenzie, M.P., Ex-Prime Minister of Canada,President.
John L Blaikie, Hon G. W. Allan, Vice-Presidents.

LIBERAL. PROiRESSIVE. VIGOROUS. POPULAR.

The Company Offers Unexeelled Advantages to Intending Insurers.
Large Invested Assets.

No Onerous Conditions in Polley.
Noted for Prompt Payment of Death Claims•.

The Semi-Tontine Plan combines in one policy the benefits of Life Insurance with that ofan Investment. Seven oents Der day will provide annual premium for $i,oo twenty-year Inves.ment Policy, for a for a young man, aged 2Ç.For agencies, territory, etc., apply to

WILLIAM MECCABE, Managing Director.

THOUSANDS OF 8BTULES
CIVEN AWAY YEARL..

When I Say Cure I do not mean
bave themn return MWNARAI merely to stop them for a time, anctthen
Eapilesy os, &ler i ' A L. C U R E. I have made the disease of Fit»,EorsIcas. eca FJ Sîcknes a ife-long atudy. I warrant my remedy to Cure the
neor caes. tra se other have failed la no reason for not now recelvina a cure. Send atOce for a trOatis anod a 101. Bota of Mr Inf rilble R.sued. Gire 0pres a"-C:!jý eat istsn' o rIl u i l ur uAddreaa:-H. O. ROOT.

Oogmw T ADELAIDE STREET, ORONTO.

VANNEVAR & 0O., Edueational Booksellers, Toronto,
Keep always on hand the books for use in Schools, Colleges and Training Institutes.Books sent daily by mail or express to teachets and students in ail parts of Chnada. Forsatisfaction in every particular send your orders direct to
VANNEVAR & CO., Bookselers & Stationers, 440 Yonge St. (opp. Carlton St.), Toronto, Ont

ProTident Lf & LvTe Stock Asso.
CHIEF OFFICE:-

43 Queen St. Rast, Toronto, Can.
Is the one that gives the best benefits to its

members and pays the agents well.
It is to your interest to send for Prospectus,

Claims Paid, etc.
Splendid opportunity for teachers to make money

in unrepresented districts. Address,
WILLIAM JONES, - Managing Dîreotor.

P
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ABSOLUTELY NO LIMIT
to the uses Of the wonderful
Convertible Basket. 100 articles
in one. Used everywhere o
everything. Sounds oig, don't
it? But you'l ay It's correct

wisen Fou see il. Ageuts exierienced or inexpert-
enceIn m emoney. Sample mafleil, 25c. Circulea
re a reen Co., 58 VictorlaStreeî
Toronto.

Please Mention this Paper.

Pleasure
Excu rsions

fOR TEA C//ERS.
ORGANIZED By

H. D. NEWSON & CO.
-DIR ECTORS OF-

Pleasure Excursions for Teachers.

21 UJJEISITT PLICE, Corner 9th St.
852 BRIADWAY, leur Union Square,

NEW YORK.
MEssRs. H. D. NawsoN & Co., beg to announce

that they have arranhed for the Summer of i89o a series
of Pleasure Ecursions for Teacsers, both at home sud
abrosil, of a most attractive character. Tise comsfort
sud convenience of travelling under a well-directed
management is toc welI-known to need comment. As
the members are relieved from all care and anxiety in
the matter of arrangements, and have nothing to do but
erjoy themselves, it follows that the perfection of pleas-
ure travel is found in these tours. The one and co-
stant aim of this firm is ta give absolute satisfaction to
ail vise entrust thiselves ta ita caré. Mot. C. A.
BA NATTeNt has tie immediate supervision of te
Europeau Parties, aud dring hs twenty yeara' expert-
ce in te Excursion business bhs traveltei over

Soo,ooo miles, organizing ard conducting parties to
every known quarter of tise globe. Attention is piar-
ticularly directti ta tie facr %hat notwitistanding aie
excellent c iaracter cf the accommodations, the prices
are sucs as to place the tours easily witbin tise reacs
of the average teachers. Seuil two-cent stamp for des-
criptive pamphlet. giving full particulars ofthe following
pleasure tours.

EXCURSIONS TO EUROPE
TOUE A.-Sailing on the Anchor Line Steamer

"Devonia" July sth, and visitiug leland, Wales,
Euglanil, France, itelgium sud Scitland; includinc
Gianl's Causeway, Belfast, Dublin, Chester, Kenil-
worth. Leamington, Warwick, Stratford-on-Avon, Lin-
don, Paris, Brussels, Antwerp, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
&c., &c. Nearly six' weeks slendid trp for only
*1isso. S lementarj tour c t a weetaincluding
Italy, Switzerland Belgium and the Rhine, in con-
nection with t above Tour A., will cost * .
extra.

TOUR M.- Sailing on the splendid steamer "City
of Rome" Joea ti, and visiting E gld, France
andl Scotianl. Including LiverpoolCse, Kenl-
worth, Stratford-on-Avon, Leamington. Rugby, Lon-
dn, n Windsor, Harrow, t. Albans, Paria,
Edi-.urh, Tise Tressacs, Glasgow, &c., &c. Occus.

ying nearly forty days and ccstlng but I 00.
u leetary toitr cf two weeks' go Swîtzerliind,

egmm, d h ne, i conection with the above~our B wiIl c!st *8.!! extra.
ToPR -S n th- mgnificent luman Lne

teamner " City nf Ne es une s8h tand ou the"City of Chester" of the samne line, Jul n sud, and
îsîn Egad.ltnce Gemaytt Un , lum, & c ncudi nL ivr = Chester cbld

Covenry, Kenilworth, Leamington, Warwick. Strat-
ord-on-Avon. the famous Rugby School, Çxford and

ambniive rtis aldo, la ie, May-
nce, isbaden, The Ehine, Cologne, Br
%tnîwerp > c., &c., Occupying Over forty d=y, u
osing bt ° °9°.'0.

REFERENCES:
By permission we refer to the following well.known

edlucational *ople Wm. E. Sheldon, New England
rJournal of Ed tiuBsu; .L ela *C.
New ork Scnoolurnal;"IisEn Bakeman Co.,
Publishers, New York; N. A. Calkins, Asst. Lity
School Supt, New York ; urville Brewer, Teachers'
Agency, Chicago; A. P. Marble, Supt,. City Scbools,
Wor r s ais.;Geo, J. Luckey, >upt..Cit SciScs,

itsrg;G. &C. Merriamt & Ce., Publishers,
Spri-igelil, Mass.; C. W. Browu, Manager Educat-

nai 1pepartment D. Appleton & Co., T. W. Gilson.
Manager Educational Department J.B. Lippincott &
Co.; Hon. Thos. L. James; Dr. Chales F. Deems;
and Gen. P. L. di Cesnola, of New York ; J. Murray
& Co., Toronto, Ont.; The Grip Printing and PublaIsh-
iug Co.; and mauy etisers.

gcuaes prepare and special travelling arrangements
made for smsall , ducational parties in Universaties.
Colleges, and Private schols. Send two-cent stamp
for complete descriptive pamplie of toua for the
seascu of ili90.

Cor esp8ndeuce rgardyng Kurapen business should
be addressed ta 85. Bruadway, N'ew. York.

Addess,
H. D. NEWSON & CO.

Directors of Peasure Excursions for Teacters,
SUuiversi=y Plac, Cor. gth Stree, N YORK.

52 Broadway, near Union Square, YOK
on,

T. C. WILSON,
Manager of the Grip Ptg. & Pub. Co.

TORONTO, ONT.

These Excursions are for both Teackers and
therfri-sd.

TEA ES AND STUDENTS may have ail their
book wants promptly attended to, either in the

new or used line, and ait reasonable terms, by addressing

Frank Porter, 353 yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE)

Bocks ta any part of tise Dominsion, for Inpectots,
Teachers sud Students, mailed or expre.ed daiiy.

Living cut cf îewn eau purchase their Tonle AgW*
010s sud bUndri«e direct frOm, the City tbrou the
mail oeeape. than in the local market. T .is m-
braces Shaving Mu gs and Brushes, Bath Gloves and
Brushes, Military fair Brushes, Rubber Gonds, Chest
Protectors, Sponges and Sponge Baga, Hand Atirrors
and all toilet requisites. Ail goods guarante.d. Send
for catalogue sud note DIscounta. Correspondence
solicited. aTUART W. JoaNsTON, s7 Eing
Street West, corner John Street, Toronto;

L. OBRO-AGLNTS
Send for Ci cular.

Address TARBOX BROS., Toronte, Ont.

41A MES MURRA Y & CO.
+ PRINTING, +

PAPER RULINC,
B00KBINDINO.

FIRST-CLASS B00K, LAW,
COMMERCAL AID

GENERAL JOB WORK.
26 & 28 FRONT ST WEST,

TOR ONT O

Write for new plans and particulars.
C. W. CHADWICIC. HON. G. W. Ross,

Supt. of Agencies. President.
H. SUTHERLAND, Manager,

Manning Lrcade, Toronto

SMITH NEEDLE PACKAE-Sest Thing Out.
Agents make Five Dollars perday. sample by mail,

twenty-five cents. ClemOnt & CO., 36 ksfmg Street
East, Toronto.
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'rYTi-'~~~~~~ borT ''T~~ ' f L 1 r i hn You Wlsh to Ttavel throughthBuiNEW AN D GHEAP THE 11GH SCHOOL ness World, frst Purehase"Perfecion" Foo Bail a Ticket via

-iAttle B ku CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE,urawig : ours. 82RATFORD. ONT.REQUIREDin BY VEY TACER It ta one of thse best medjuins to a successful businessREQUIRED BY EVERY TEACHER. 
aer erisnbte nCnd.Authrizâ bytheMiniterTueý opinion of cor teacher, W. C. Mcçarter, late

We ask attention to the Catalogue o fofedubytins principal of Port Lambton Public School, and Dow
Books and School Supplies tecently issutd Commeicial Master in International Business ollese,
with the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. In it will The Course is now complete East Saginaw, Mich., says:-"After eght years teach-

lie oun a ige istof ooksfora-bstane .. .. .ing iu public schools, 1 resolved te leave the pr.fessionne found a luge list et books for a-tistance
or recreati n especially.valuable to the teachers. No. i-FREEHAND, We slec th folowig fom he i 0t o. PRA TIC L GE METY. .~.ness colleges and finally decided to attend thse CentralWe select the following froTc the litt - arastis-~. lied would be expressisg mny Opinion very mildly, for, I

NO,. 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE, honestly belleve that tisa college is without an equal as44. a sehool for business training. It a ise vewbest."
NO-4-OJEC DR WIN , atalogues, Joesls an pecimens of Leumanship

VrNO 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.miedfe te ail applicants. W .SAPicplFcor Clubing with "Ed aitional Journail" Of5i W.an Sho, Prip

To Subscribers to EDUCATIoNAL JoURNAL is followed through thei ail-the Text, the Problens, Buttcnle.s Foctball as it is registered in Great Britain,
we wiIl give the fellewing special list of books and opposite tise Prebleins, lu each case, tise Exerctses and represents tc the fullest degree perfection in shape,based upon them. The illustration is pon the sane perfeci ion in orkmansip. petfection in te material Compay, LImited,
at the low prices named page with its on matter, ad wit te exrise, in us

LAttle People'% Speaker, ioo pages, attract- evnry case, i 0 a sacefor th# student' wo.k. E Mr. Jh McDowall, Secretary te the Sctih Foct-
ively bound, well filled with motion soues, concert. therefore, la a complete Text-book ont hct, ball Association, says -Have used tie Perfection

holday teperucesudpatictn pece, siîe te ndk ar riuebing aiWe, the paper on which the Football ini tha final cup tie, Dumbarton vs. }libern- Manufacturera cf Office, Schoci, Churcs andholiday, temperance and patriotic pieces, suited to pnre nd ae first-class paper. The ians and international match, Scotland ve. lreland,every occasion in which. the little folks are called upon student using tbese bocks, therefore, is toit ebliged and find it embodies aIl that its nalme denetea, bimply LdeFriuetc take part. Paper, i5c. handn eros care cf a drawing bock aI "Perfection."
LittleD g paN 4and are the only bocks on their

sonme cover. "This book is specially prepared for child- subjects authorized iy the Department. Therefere, if PRICES FOR FOOTBALLS COMPLETL
ren's rcitations, by Clara J. Deton. it is adapted the student buys the full series, hc wiIl have a uat/orm, r. No. -. Noa Ns. 4 N. >
te the most varied kinds ofentertainments and exhibi- and Rot a mixedernies, cozeing the whole subjects of " - in 4 i2 oS is. Ii
tions. Paper, 25c. thr examsatios, and edited by Mr. Arthur J. Read- Peîlècsn, b.ttes, pries$i 5 $t 6- $- 75 $o -5 $3 -

Humorous Dialogues and D ama«. hand- ing, eue cf tie best autiorities in these subjepts in ihis flation Lsc.t pec t 0t
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In Crown Svo, 450 Pages, with Map and Thirty-four Illustrations and Portraits, doth, price $2.00.

Stanley's ý Emin, Pasha * Expedition.
By A. J. WAUTERS, CHIEF EDITOR OF THE MOUVEMENT GEOGRAPIIIQUE, BRUSSELS.

Synopsis of Contents of the Twenty Chapters.
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1. Conquest of the Soudan.
2. Revolt of the Mahdi-Gordon Pasha-Siege of Khar-

toum and Relief Expedition under Lord Wolseley.
3. The Equatorial Provinces - Lupton Bey and Emin

Bey.
4. Dr. Junker and Casati-The Nian-Niam-The Morn-

brittu.
5. Prisoners in the Soudan.
6. Return of Dr. Junker.
7. The Relief Expedition-Tippo Tib.
8. On the Lower Congo.
9. The Region of the Fals.

10. Stanley Pool.
11. On the Upper Congo.
12. The Camp of Yambouya.
13. Fifteen Months of Uncertainty: Is He Killed, Unable

to Leave, or a Prisoner ? The White Pasha.
14. Through an unknown Country - From the Camp at
- Yambouya- toL-aUr Albert.

15. Meeting of Stanley and Emin Bey on Lake Albert.
16. To the Assistance of the Rear - Guard -Murder of

Major Barttelot-Starving in the Forest.
17. Revoit of the Egyptian Troops-Emin Bey and Jephson

Prisoners-Mahdist Invasion.
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20. The Return to Zanzibar-Thalassa 1-Thalassa 1
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The Belgians on the Congo-Departure of a Caravan.
A Native Chief of tne Lower Congo, with hie Ministers

and Boys.
At Leopoldville-Capture of a Hippopotamus.
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Group of Krooboy Servants.
Madi Village on the Nile below Wadelai.
Bari Warriors-Bari Women.
The Forces of the Congo State Drilling at Vivi.
Group of Kabinda Servants.
Young Chiaika Girl.
General View of Khartoum.
Baroka Village on the Aruwimi.
Portraits of Tippoo Tib and Akka Boy.
Camp in the Forest.
A Water-Passage near Lootete.
The Congo in the District of the Falls.
View of Leopoldville in 1885.
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The Congo at the Station of Isanghila.
Fishing at Stanley Falls.
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WORIÇS BY IIENRY M. STANLEY.
* New and Cheaper Editions. Now Ready. ¥

How I Found Livingstone. Including Four Months' Residence with Dr. Livingstone. With map and illustrations. Crown 8vo., cloth $1.25.*,* The unabridged Edition, superior in paper and binding and with the Original Maps, price 7s. 6d., can still be obtained.
The freshnes, with which Mr. Stanley writes, his real powers of narrative and description, bis quick observation and very industrious collection of materials. all going hand-in-hand as they do with

the reader's keen interest in the subject, with admiration of the courage, energy, and self-reliance, and ready reserve of the traveller, and *ith the strarge semi-chivalrous, semi-commercial nature ofhis
mission, tender the work he bas so soon published excellent reading."- Times.

tm is incoparab y more lively than most books of African travel. The reader may follow him with unflagging interest front his start to his return, and will be disposed to part with him on excellent
terms."-Satarday Review.

Through the Dark Continent: from the Indian to the Atlantic Ocean. With Maps and Illustrations. Crown, 8vo, cloth, $1.25.
*** The Unabridged Edition, superior in paper and binding and with the Original Maps, price 12s. 6d., can still be obtained.

"' Every page contains the record of some strange adventure, or the note of some valuable observation. . . . We la/ down the book with a feeling of admiration for the couage of the exploier and of
respect for bis powers of observation and great indutry."-Pall MaUl Gazette.

Most fascinating narrative."-Athenaum.

My Kalulu: Prince, King and Slave. A Book for Boys. By H M. Stanley. Crown 8vo. cloth, 90 cents.
(Foarming one of the Volumes in "Low's Series of Standard Books for Boys.")

" The book is extraordinarily facinating, and will be read by everyone, man or boy, with breathless interest from cover to cover. It is quite remarkable that a msn of action, like Stanley, should be
able to write so well. • My Kalulu' is a romance based upon knowledge acquired by Stanley during bis search for Dr. Livingstone in 1 87 1 -7 2 ."-Penny /llustrated PaOer.

The Story of Emin's Rescue, as told in Stanley's Letters. Second edition now ready. Published by Mr. Stanley's permission. Edited by J.
SCOTT KELTIE, Librarian to the Royal Geographical Society. With a Map of the Route from the Congo to the Coast. Crown 8vo. boards, 35c.

* The publication of this volume will in no way trench upon Mr. Stanley's larger work which will probably be published in May.
" At Mr. Stanley's own request, and in compliance with a widely expressed desire, Messrs. Sampson Low & Ci. have reprinted in a small volume the letters from the great traveller which have already

appeared in the press, with some litt'e additional matter contributed by Sir W. Mackinnon, and with an excellent map, which alone would render the publication welcome to those-and their name, of
course, in legion-- who have tried to follow the stirring events of this march across the Af. ican continent, and to ascertan the greater or less geographical importance of the discoverie ; described in some of
the longer dispatches. . . . Althou h the.chief facts recorded in this little volume may no doubt he fresh in the minds of the majority of readers, yet the exceptional importance of the let.ers, and the con-
venience of posessing them in a collected form, fully justified their reproduction "-Morning Pcst.
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